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BAE Systems (British military defence contractor), 
and the UK Ministry of Defence are working on the 
Taranis.  The name Taranis is named after the Celtic 
God of Thunder.  It is designed for both precision 
strikes inside enemy territory and intercontinental 
strikes and has recently completed successful
flight trials.

A Royal Air Force MQ-9 Reaper UAV (Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicle) from 39 Squadron.

Avionics specialists with the 12th Aircraft 
Maintenance Unit prepare a Global Hawk for a 
runway taxi test at Beale Air Force Base, California. 
The program is a total force effort with the USAF 
Reserve’s 13th Reconnaissance Squadron assisting 
active duty personnel.
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Foreword
By Wing Commander Fin Monahan

Our Autumn/Winter edition of Air Power Review focuses on the theme of Unmanned 
Air Systems (UAS).  Debate and controversy of this now ubiquitous technology starts 

with its very name and what to call it.  The terms Drone, Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV), 
Remotely Piloted Air System (RPAS) and ‘Killer Robot’ have all been used, apparently 
interchangeably, to describe those unmanned systems that have been operated by the 
US and UK over Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan and the Horn of Africa over the last decade.  
Further clouding the understanding of the true nature of these platforms is the all too 
often ill-informed, popular media commentary on Unmanned Air Systems that shapes the 
public and political discussion.  For the purpose of this Foreword, we have chosen to use 
the term Unmanned Air Systems (UAS) in order to encompass both remotely piloted and 
autonomous platforms.  

With 3 articles on UAS the Editorial Board was conscious of the need to present differing 
perspectives on this contentious subject area which I hope you find both thought provoking 
and relevant to the current debate.  This edition gets underway with Wing Commander 
Damian Killeen, Officer-in-Command of XIII Squadron (an RAF Reaper Squadron), co-authoring 
an article with Dr David Jordan from the Defence Studies Department at King’s College 
London.  The focus of their paper centres on rolling back some of the assumptions and 
misconceptions that have stuck in recent times, in order to contribute some clarity and facts 
to the discussion.  In particular, the authors are clear that language and terminology are key 
to seizing the vital ground in the debate.  Set alongside transparency and engagement from 
current operators, the authors suggest that sharing the same lexicon as the public and media 
would help to allay misplaced fears and suspicions around this aspect of air power.  Killeen 
and Jordan also look to rebut the argument that UAS operators are somehow emotionally 
detached participants in the modern battle and that the use of lethal force from afar is 
somehow more likely, less moral – and by implication less legal – than dropping a bomb 
from 50,000 feet, using a manned aircraft in the theatre of operations, or by delivering a cruise 
missile from a range of 1500 miles. 

Developing this final theme, Dr Peter Lee examines the Ethics of Remote Warfare in the 21st 
Century.  In his article, Dr Lee examines how the advent of UAS delivering kinetic air power
has resulted in ‘new dimensions’ in the political, ethical, legal and operational considerations 
of war.  The author offers the convincing insight that the introduction of Reaper into the UK 
military’s inventory has prompted political controversy and debate, the like of which was 
previously reserved for the discussion of the nuclear deterrent.  
 
The Final UAS article is written by Wing Commander Guy Edwards from UK Defence’s 
Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC).  The author takes a look at the future 
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nature of UAS and introduces the concept of true autonomy, whereby highly automated 
systems may become a common feature of the air battlespace of tomorrow.  Set against the 
backdrop of popular misunderstanding, moral and ethical reservations – and questions of 
legality described above – Guy Edwards contends that no single polemic presented to date 
is convincing.  Autonomous, robotic technology he contends, may offer many advantages 
at levels of risk that are entirely acceptable.  Not to embrace this technology presents a 
different type of risk – the risk of strategic disadvantage, technological marginalisation and the 
relinquishment of the nation’s air power edge.  The author echoes Wing Commander Killeen’s 
and Dr David Jordan’s argument that failure to engage on the subject – by government and 
the military – will permit others to lead the debate and set the narrative.  The reader is left 
with the feeling that there is a certain inevitability to the development and use of automated 
systems now the cat has been let out of the bag, and, just as military use of the air evolved 
exponentially in the early part of the 20th Century, so will that of autonomous military UAS.

Leaving behind the UAS debate, our final article is written by Air Commodore Al Byford and 
examines the air power lessons of France’s intervention in Mali – also known as Operation 
SERVAL.  This fascinating article examines the move away from the enduring operations
that many NATO countries have undertaken since the start of this century and looks at the 
return to contingency.  Building on his previous viewpoint in our Summer 2013 edition 
(Volume 16, Number 2), the author analyses how the French swapped mass for agility and 
tempo in a bid to thwart the Islamic extremist insurgency in Mali last year.  Byford argues that 
the political and public reluctance to commit ground troops to ‘conflicts of choice’ gives air 
power an opportunity to re-claim the ‘preferred political tool’ mantle that has been the Army’s 
over the past decade of counter-insurgency in Iraq and Afghanistan.  The consequences for 
UK Defence are set out with clarity in what is a compelling paper. 

Our Viewpoints for this edition are written by CAS Fellow, Group Captain Clive Blount and 
Colonel Francesco Agresti of the Italian Air Force.  Widening this publication’s strategic gaze, 
Group Captain Blount examines the democratisation of the states of the Former Yugoslavia 
and the difficult path towards peace and stability that they have followed since the Balkan 
wars of the 1990s.  The author provides a valuable insight into the role of external agencies 
in the democratisation process – for better and for worse – and how they have helped to 
shape the region.  Colonel Agresti then addresses the debate on air power’s utility as an 
independent, strategic arm.  Discussing the role of air power in a supporting role in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, the author points to the decade prior to these conflicts, when air power was 
utilised independently as a strategic, coercive arm.  It is concluded, however, that air power 
should form part of a more holistic approach to strategy and warfare, that, in the future, may 
see it routinely take a leading role. 
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Our Autumn/Winter edition concludes with 2 book reviews.  Thomas Rid’s Cyber War Will Not 
Take Place (C Hurst & Co, London, 2013) is reviewed by Squadron Leader Paul Withers before 
Flight Lieutenant James Brooks reviews William Waterton’s auto-biographical account as a 
post war, jet test pilot, The Quick and the Dead (Grub, London, 2012). 
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By Wing Commander Damian Killeen & Dr David Jordan

The focus of this paper centres on rolling back some of the assumptions and misconceptions 
surrounding Remotely Piloted Air Systems (RPAS) - or Unmanned Air Systems (UAS) as they 
have most recently been labelled.  Debate – both in the media and the political arena – has 
been poorly informed, and there is a clear requirement to contribute some clarity and facts 
to the discussion.  In particular, language and terminology are key to seizing the vital ground 
in a discussion that is littered with often wild assumptions.  Set alongside transparency and 
engagement from current operators, the authors suggest that sharing the same lexicon as 
the public and media would help to allay misplaced fears and suspicions around this recently 
constructed pillar of air power.  In examining the concepts of terminology, platform definition, 
operator situational awareness, operator detachment and legality, the paper attempts to dispel 
the myths and extraneous arguments put forward by the uninformed in order to provide some 
balance to the narrative. 

RPAS: Future Force or
Force Multiplier? An Analysis
of Manned/Unmanned Platforms 
and Force Balancing
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Introduction

Remotely Piloted Air Systems (RPAS) have captured the imagination.  An often
emotive series of related narratives underpins a discourse on ‘Drone Wars’, 

accompanied by widespread speculation.1  These narratives frequently conflate key 
issues, giving rise to some media myths which have done little to inform debate upon 
a technological development which has assumed increasing significance, and which 
sometimes obscures wider debates about the use of force.  Media coverage is often 
negative in tone as a result.2  These conflations and misapprehensions include an
apparent inability to make clear distinctions between an armed, unmanned air system 
with full autonomy - the ‘killer robot’ – and the RPAS with clear human involvement
in all aspects of the system’s operation, particularly in the release of weapons from
armed platforms.  The controversial nature of RPAS use in operations since 2001 often 
conflates systems capability with political direction and introduces serious questions
of legality and legitimacy, giving a sometimes sinister air to media coverage of the
use of RPAS in lieu of manned platforms or the deployment of combat troops which 
conflates the RPAS – or ‘drone’ in current media-speak – and the decision-making process 
rather than viewing the RPAS as the tool employed to achieve a desired outcome. 
Media speculation is particularly intense given the involvement of the Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) in the operation of RPAS in the on-going ‘war on terror’, particularly the
use of these systems against key targets – invariably people rather than infrastructure 
or equipment – in Yemen and Pakistan.  This is accompanied by considerable academic 
inquiry into such operations, found in journals covering everything from military ethics
to international relations.3  

Equally, the nature of the RPAS itself has given rise to an array of speculative comment, 
suggesting that ‘drone warfare’ is little more than a dehumanised video game, barely 
distinguishable from popular gaming titles such as Call of Duty, and/or that the nature of
the RPAS is such that they can – and in due course probably will – be flown by stereotypical 
‘geeks’ who in no way conform to traditional images of aircrew, either in terms of ethos or 
physical capabilities.  This viewpoint extends to speculation that the nature of air forces will 
forever be changed as manned platforms are superseded for combat and reconnaissance 
roles by remotely operated or robotic systems.  This foresees the ‘death of the fighter pilot’ 
(shorthand for the demise of aircrew in all but the air mobility role) as force structures change 
to a front line made up overwhelmingly of unmanned platforms.4  This is not, though, to reject 
the view of David Hastings Dunn that: 

[Drones]…constitute a ‘disruptive technology’ – that is, ‘an innovative technology that 
triggers sudden and unexpected effects’ and represents the potential for discontinuity 
from what went before’… both in their use by the United States, Israel and the UK, and 
in their potential as terrorist weapons, drones and their proliferation represent a new 
development in aerial warfare the implications of which have not yet been fully grasped, 
debated or responded to.5 
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Rather than dispute Dunn’s contention that the RPAS represents a change in the way in which 
air warfare is conducted (as opposed to ‘traditionalist views’ arguing that ‘drones’ are simply an 
incremental development of manned platforms), this article seeks to contribute to the wider 
debate by deconstructing some of the conflated narratives in a bid to illustrate that this has 
introduced confusion or error to what is an important debate over the employment of RPAS 
– as distinct from autonomous robotic systems – and the way in which these platforms will 
influence force structures in the near-to medium-term. 

The article does not seek to serve as an apologia for RPAS, the manner in which they have been 
used or to downplay their significance to either air power or warfare in general, but aims to 
highlight and clarify some critical issues which need to be properly and accurately understood 
to enable meaningful, properly-informed debate and the concomitant decision-making that 
must follow. 

We contend that although RPAS have the potential to bring about significant changes to 
air warfare, the spectre of an inexorable ‘rise of the machines’ with remotely piloted and 
autonomous air systems dominating future force structures is unlikely, at least for the 
foreseeable future.  Instead, RPAS will serve as an adaptable force multiplier with inbuilt 
flexibility through an open architecture systems vision rather than a platform-centric capability 
focus.  In this construct, manned aircraft will remain a critical and predominant capability for 
major air forces, albeit as a smaller proportion of the manned-unmanned force balance. 

While technological progression will undoubtedly influence the composition of the future UK 
military inventory, the pace and extent of a transition from manned to unmanned air vehicles 
is neither determined nor inevitable.  Once societal perception becomes cognisant of the 
associated technology, most developments come to be readily accepted amongst the history 
of military evolution; lethal robots are a different matter.

In this context, it is essential to define some of the emotive coverage of this topic.  This work 
suggests that the on-going opposition amongst air power practitioners to using the word 
‘drone’, while well-founded, may, in fact, be an obstacle to informing the wider debate,
and goes on to analyse the narratives on situational awareness, emotional detachment and 
‘Drone Wars,’ before discussing whether RPAS are a future force construct for British Defence,
or whether they form a multiplying element within a broader structure.  It should be
noted that the analysis considers capabilities and roles traditionally associated with larger
air power platforms and which larger ‘drones’ now carry out; the plethora of smaller, man-
portable or patrol mounted remote systems inundating the modern battlespace are not 
examined in detail, although this is not to deny that they may, in the future, become 
associated with a number of the issues raised.  Also, the array of literature on the legal, 
ethical and political aspects of employing RPAS means that the article does not seek to add
to this exceptional corpus of material, although it does inevitably consider these elements
in a number of places. 
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The Importance of Definition 
Is it an Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV), an RPAS, a drone, or a robot? Should we care?  At first 
sight, it may appear that indulging in a discussion of terms is little more than a means of 
delighting those interested in semantics or serves as a mechanism to confuse outsiders 
attempting to comprehend the nuances within the ongoing debate over what unmanned 
aerial platforms are and how they are used.  Upon closer study, though, it becomes clear
that a grasp of the common terms and the distinctions between them matters if the lively 
discussion over the place of unmanned systems in conflict is to be an informed one.

Those engaging with the debate over remotely piloted systems need to be comfortable with 
the distinctions, and semantics of language are essential to avoid misinterpretation and allow 
a mature, informed debate.  It is arguable that, at present, much of the discussion in the public 
domain is based upon misperception and intuition.  It seems that there may be a parallel 
with Noble Frankland’s observation about the strategic bombing offensive against Germany, 
where ‘people have preferred to feel rather than to know’ about the subject, with concomitant 
misinterpretations of the reality.6 

In laying out our definitions, it is important to address the confusion that sees UAVs and RPAS 
being considered as synonyms.  In fact, they are not the same thing.  A UAV may be defined as 
a flying machine that does not contain a human being.  It is distinct from a guided weapon, 
such as a laser-guided bomb or cruise missile because, it is not a single-use warhead delivery 
vehicle.  A UAV may be remotely piloted or it could be autonomous (a term which is itself 
fraught with misunderstandings). 

An RPAS comprises many elements, including the UAV, the Ground Control Station (GCS), the 
remote communications links, and the aircrew.  Using the Reaper as an example, the MQ-9 
aircraft is the UAV, but requires crew in the GCS to control it.  The whole package, which 
requires all three elements - the UAV, GCS and crew – to be present for the UAV to be able to 
operate is the RPAS.

This lexical confusion, coupled with historical baggage over the initial purpose of the 
unmanned aircraft has led to widespread use of the term ‘drone’.  The original ‘drone’ did just 
that – it droned around overhead, an unmanned aerial target for gunnery practice.  The drone 
might survive its sortie and be reused, or it might succumb to the fire directed at it.  This form 
of drone has not gone away.  In addition to the traditional small aircraft flown remotely and 
designed to be shot down, the United States has been the most obvious in its conversion of 
numerous retired combat aircraft into drones, which can be employed for weapons testing, 
often surviving numerous flights.  To illustrate how confusing the terminology has become, 
these drones – for instance the QF-4 and QF-16 – are controlled from ground stations by 
a crew and could legitimately be described as RPAS, since the components involved in an 
unmanned sortie by a QF-16 are the same as those found in operating an MQ-9: unmanned 
air vehicle, crew and GCS.7  Be they for weapons testing or operations in a war zone, the 
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aircraft that are now termed ‘drones’ are far more sophisticated and perform a far wider array of 
functions than the original craft, but the key point here is that the nickname has stuck and is 
now employed in a much more formal manner.

Lev Grossman, for one, illustrates why the term has remained in common use, despite the 
misgivings of those who operate RPAS:

A word about that word drone: there’s a lot of ambivalence about it in the industry 
because of its negative associations with targeted killing.  I’ve been corrected, and even 
upbraided, by drone users and manufacturers, military and civilian, for failing to use
terms like unmanned aerial vehicle or unmanned aircraft system (UAS) or remotely
piloted vehicle.  While literally accurate, those terms have a clumsy, euphemistic feel.  
Hence drones.8   

Grossman reflects the trend.  ‘Drone’ suffices as a description, has provenance, is in widespread 
use and is generally understood.  In which case, why should a journalist - or indeed any other 
commentator - use military acronyms which may not be fully understood by their audience,
or employ more words than necessary in an article upon which there is a tight word limit?
It is difficult to counter this point, not least since those talking about UAVs and RPAS regularly 
default to the convenience of ‘drone’, even if they are serving air force personnel.  Though some 
members of the wider public may be comfortable with the terminological distinctions, most 
are not, and are arguably not even cognisant of the fact that such distinctions exist.  

Furthermore, we cannot overlook the way in which the use of technical jargon and acronyms 
– standard day-to-day fare for those in air forces, armies and navies around the world – is 
interpreted by a wider audience.  There is a tendency to presume that the use of phrases
such as ‘Unmanned Aerial Vehicle’ or ‘Remotely Piloted Air System’ is nothing more than an 
attempt to obfuscate through bland language about these platforms and the manner of their 
use.  This cynical interpretation is nothing new, as debates over the term ‘collateral damage’ 
have demonstrated.9 

Unfortunately, popular terminology is problematic.  If ‘drone’ is understood by its definition, ‘a 
remote controlled pilotless aircraft,’ then it is appropriate for an RPAS.  It can, though, equally be 
interpreted simply as ‘pilotless’, which can then – by extension – be taken to mean that there 
is a lack of human involvement in the operation of such a platform, which can readily lead to 
dramatic commentaries about ‘killer robots’.  The ambiguity associated with ‘unmanned’ and 
‘drone’ is the reason for the military preference for ‘RPAS’.  The use of this acronym, far from 
obscuring the reality, is an accurate representation of the presence of a pilot in the operation 
of the UAV and ultimately the employment of any weapons that UAV might be carrying.

This terminological debate matters, because ‘drone’ has become attached to the equally 
loaded term ‘targeted killing’ (seen in many quarters as another euphemism, this time for illegal 
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assassination) and is inextricably linked to discussion of ‘drone wars’, with the risk of introducing 
imprecision into an important area of debate.  Without understanding the nuances within
the terminologies employed, it becomes easy for the whole matter of what UAVs and RPAS are
to be misunderstood or misrepresented, never mind the critical issue of how such platforms 
are utilised.

Nonetheless, it seems that efforts to dissuade the use of ‘drone’ are futile.  It may be time for 
those who use remotely piloted systems to take ownership of the term; such a step would help 
to improve comprehension of RPAS by bringing detail and precision to the debate, rather than 
allowing speculation, conflated narratives and factual inaccuracy to drive discussion.  It would 
also serve to remove some of the cynicism that ‘RPAS’ and ‘UAV’ are nothing more than efforts 
to bring euphemism to bear. 

This, in turn, might help permit informed decision-making based upon a more accurate 
comprehension of what RPAS can and cannot do.  It might also allow a more readily accessible 
distinction to be made between a ‘drone’ (a remotely piloted vehicle, involving significant 
human input) and a - ‘robot’ a - fully autonomous vehicle.10      

The importance of the human factor, lost from much of the narrative and analysis at present 
is illustrated in the doctrinal definition that air power is, ‘using air capabilities to influence the 
behaviour of people or the course of events’, we see that this highlights that war is a human 
activity.11  Technological developments might change the tactics and strategies applied, 
but wars originate from human political discourse, or the failure of that discourse.  While the 
operators of RPAS are not necessarily in direct proximity to the battlefield – they can be, and 
often are, thousands of miles away - they are still participants in a human activity and provide 
human input through the medium of the platform they are operating; the RPAS/drone is not 
simply a technical device, devoid of human factors; as this article will demonstrate that in a 
number of respects, the human aspects of RPAS operation can be far greater than those facing 
the aircrew flying combat aircraft. 

Legal Context 
The ‘Drone Wars’ narrative and its bearing on the ‘manned-versus-unmanned’ debate, makes it 
worth conducting a very brief examination of the legal context.12  It is clear that there is much 
still to be written on the law in relation to RPAS, particularly in the arena of domestic versus 
operational law, and the way in which extra-territorial jurisdiction of human rights law and the 
legal issues pertaining to cross-border operations must be considered in any debate on RPAS, 
and it is not the intention of this article to analyse this complex arena.  It is, though, worth 
noting that there is, and will always have to be, a legal basis for the use of force when it is 
delivered through the medium of RPAS.  This means that RPAS/drones are no different from any 
other weapon system or, indeed, munition that is used within the battlespace of any type of 
conflict.13  The legal framework is also of critical importance when disentangling the difference 
between RPAS and ‘killer robots’; the influential Human Rights Watch/International Human 
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Rights Clinic report Losing Humanity: The Case Against Killer Robots, defines ‘robots’ as being 
capable of operating with a degree of autonomy, which is, of course, true of extant RPAS.14  
This leads on to a definition of ‘robotic weapons’ under three categories: human-in-the-loop; 
human-on-the-loop (a human supervises the robot’s actions and can over-ride them), through 
to human-out-of-the-loop were the system can choose its own targets and engage them 
without any human involvement in this process.  The report goes on to state:

…the terms ‘robot’ and ‘robotic weapons’ encompass all three types of unmanned 
weapons, in other words everything from remote controlled drones to weapons with 
complete autonomy.  The term ‘fully autonomous weapon’ refers to both out-of-the-loop 
weapons and those that allow a human on the loop, but that are effectively out-of-the-
loop weapons because the supervision is so limited.15 

The question that arises here, though, is whether a ‘drone’ such as the MQ-9 Predator is a
‘robot’ as the report suggests.  The report goes on to suggest that ‘robots cannot identify 
with humans, which means they are unable to show compassion, a powerful check on the 
willingness to kill’.16  As will be demonstrated below, the presence of humans-in-the-loop in 
current RPAS brings human instincts to bear, with concomitant psychological issues. 
Although next-generation RPAS have increasing levels of automation (the X-47 may be seen
as an exemplar of development here), if such platforms require human input to select targets 
and to release weapons – assuming the platform is weaponised – does this mean that defining 
all RPAS, particularly current types, as robots with inferred linkages to a dehumanised form
of warfare is inaccurate? And if this is the case, does this highlight the need to be explicit in
our consideration of RPAS, which involves humans remotely, versus robots which do require 
little, if any human involvement? We would suggest that this apparently minor semantic 
distinction matters, since human RPAS operators should be subject to the same levels of 
accountability as, say, aircrew releasing weapons from a manned aircraft.

Drone Wars 
Typical reporting of ‘drone strikes’ in the media can bring about multiple criticisms.  These include 
concerns over the deaths of civilians; breaching national sovereignty and the UN charter, as 
well as possible illegality.  Additional issues include the manner in which RPAS have been 
employed by the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), with suggestions that the lack of 
involvement by the US armed forces has reduced oversight of RPAS use, while intelligence 
underpinning the decision to strike has not been subject to sufficient levels of scrutiny.17 
A final concern is that the efficacy of strikes has been limited and perhaps counter-productive, 
but that the lowering of the risk threshold by making those operating RPAS remote from the 
fighting also reduces political nervousness about employing lethal force.18 

‘Targeted killing’ is an incongruous phrase used to describe offensive lethal force against 
specific individuals; it is often seen as nothing more than a euphemism for ‘assassination.’19 
The term has taken on particular resonance with regard to RPAS, but this rather overlooks one 
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key point: namely that all killing under the rule of law must be ‘targeted’, otherwise it would 
be illegal.  The nature of the weapon system, be it an MQ-9 Reaper, an AH-64 attack helicopter, 
a fast jet or a sniper is irrelevant – ‘targeted killing’ is a far more complex and controversial 
construct than something simply involving ‘drones’, and it is in this area that the ‘traditionalist’ 
view critiqued by Dunn has clear legitimacy; the RPAS is the mechanism employed.  RPAS are 
not the sole enablers of targeted killing, and it is the concept that should be the source of 
debate rather than the weapon system used, even allowing for the fact that concerns over 
the willingness to target individuals may have increased because of the reduced risk to one’s 
own soldiers, sailors, marines or aircrew are absolutely legitimate – the point is that this issue 
is a subset of a much wider debate and should not automatically be associated with RPAS 
simply because they have become synonymous with this sort of operation as a result of events 
in Yemen and Pakistan in particular.  It is perhaps germane to note that similar observations 
about risk-reduction were made in relation to air power in the post-Cold War era, most 
notably in the comment of Professor Elliot Cohen that air power, ‘like modern courtship, offers 
gratification without commitment.’20

This is an issue which must be factored into the wider debate, since it is clear that the number 
of strikes against individuals has been considerable, and probably far greater than would have 
been the case were armed RPAS not available to fulfil such taskings.

David Aaronovitch’s consideration of the matter, leads to him supporting drone use as
a lower collateral damage option compared to inaction or a ground campaign.21  Technically, 
Aaronovitch’s analysis applies to air power use rather than drones.  He cites up to 3400 drone 
strikes deaths in Pakistan, including an estimated 400 to 900 civilians, meaning 2500 to 3000 
were Al Qaeda, foreign jihadis or Taleban.  He suggests that the Government of Pakistan 
allowed the Taleban to occupy Swat in 2007, which he describes as a failed appeasement 
theory resulting in many civilian deaths, public decapitations, destroyed schools, and a base 
for attacks on the Pakistan State.  He offers that during the Pakistani ground campaign to 
retake Swat, thousands died and hundreds of thousands were displaced.  He concludes that 
‘to leave militants alone is to invite attacks [against civilians] in Pakistan and around the world; 
not conjecture.  To root them out through a ground campaign would kill and displace far more 
civilians than drone use would’.22 

Over the course of recent campaigns, there has been a change in the strategic risk threshold 
from that in the immediate aftermath of 9/11, an evolution which has emphasised the
wisdom of more subtle force use within counter-insurgency campaigns.  General David 
Petraeus directed escalatory responses were to be used, rather than a default to excessive air 
power for short tactical gains that risked strategic success.  The phrase ‘courageous restraint’, 
attributed to General Stanley McChrystal, saw ISAF troops ordered to limit the use of force, 
‘against residential compounds and other locations likely to produce civilian casualties’.23  
These initiatives were evidence of a learning process for the missions, and also perhaps a 
product of the changed operational scenario.  Both generals were directing more tactical 
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patience after initiating troop surges, creating a less precarious situation for ground forces 
and giving them more manoeuvre options than their campaign predecessors.  Those tactical 
directives applied across all forms of military force.

Drones are not uniquely egregious in causing collateral damage, as might be inferred from 
some of the ‘drone wars’ narrative.  Compared to manned platforms, the persistence of drones 
allows more tactical patience - of the sort required in the evolving campaigns in both Iraq and 
Afghanistan - and provides the ability to obtain and assess greater amounts of information 
about the individual under observation.  This in fact reduces collateral risks.24  Collateral damage 
risks apply to all military operations, whether they are manned or unmanned.

A further sub-set of the ‘drone wars’ debate is that the use of RPAS increases radicalisation. 
Once again, this seems too simplistic.  Aaronovitch claims evidence suggests a reduction 
in terrorist incidents in Pakistan and elsewhere because of American attacks, although this 
does not, of course, represent a linear progression.25  The key here is that the potential for 
radicalisation is most probably linked to the use of force of all kinds, rather than the nature 
of the platform used.  Once again, the drone-related factor to be discussed is that of the 
willingness to make use of the platforms because of the perceived advantages they offer in 
terms of risk reduction.

The essential core of this debate, then, is strategy, and the strategic balance between using 
force or not.  Focussing upon one particular mechanism for the delivery of force is not a 
particularly helpful approach to considering this much wider question.  This element of the 
drone wars debate is the one with most relevance.  Does the use of unmanned platforms 
lower the political thresholds for military intervention?  This is a very important point, but must 
be examined from all perspectives and with consideration to multiple scenarios and contexts.

The conclusion of this argument is that lower deployment costs, lower casualty potential, 
and a liberal democratic desire to export and enforce human rights and law, will increase the 
incidence of interventions and conflict rather than reduce it.26  Claims that drone technology 
alone lowered political thresholds for targeted killing seem conjectural, particularly in light of 
post-9/11 public and political sentiment.  In this scenario, political will arguably exceeded any 
threshold and air and it is not unreasonable to suggest that air and missile strikes would have 
been authorised in the absence of drones, particularly given pre-9/11 willingness to launch 
such attacks against Saddam Hussein and AQ camps in Afghanistan and elsewhere.

Aaronovitch also provides an interesting, positive, perspective.  He suggests that a move away 
from ‘boots-on-the-ground’ interventions should not precipitate an aversion to intervention 
and nation building.  Aaronovitch suggests that drones allow assistance to be provided 
when it would be politically unpalatable otherwise.27  This would certainly be the case when 
considering air power capabilities such as ISR for providing clarity in crises.  How humans 
decide to employ technology remains critical.  ‘Drone wars’ are not a new conflict typology, 
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but a sub-set of war; to drill down and focus in detail upon context-specific use of particular 
systems is of utility, but should not obscure much larger questions about the way in which 
states might chose to wage conflict, particularly through the employment of all sorts of 
technology.  The way in which extant technology can be employed, though, is also subject 
to confusion.  Two of the most notable areas where this applies in terms of the ‘drone debate’ 
pertain to the situational awareness of RPAS crews and their perceived detachment from the 
events they witness on their monitor screens.  It is to these two areas we turn next.  

Situational Awareness (SA) 
A common claim about RPAS suggests that operators possess low SA because their world is 
perceived ‘through a soda straw’.28   

During the later stages of targeting, drone operators may be hampered by what is
known as the “soda straw” effect.  As a weaponised drone zooms in to pinpoint the
target, it loses a wider picture of the area—like viewing a small amount of liquid
through a soda straw, instead of the entire glass.  The soda straw effect creates a risk 
that civilians may move into the vicinity of the strike without being noticed by drone 
operators, thereby overlooked in targeting analysis.29                                           

The question of field of view raises concerns about the operator’s ability to detect
possible collateral damage risks outside the ‘straw’, as well as ethical detachment concerns.
Other concerns relate to platform attrition through an inability to detect threats, and the 
potential for mid-air collisions.30  Additional speculation exists concerning operator capacity
and sensory overload.31  Finally, concerns are raised about the narrowing of campaign 
perspective to the seductive, hypnotic full motion video feed.32 

Comparisons of the relative SA of manned aircraft and RPAS is generally speculative and 
made by individuals with experience of one or neither type.  Aircrew in manned platforms 
have the benefit of peripheral vision, but an unmagnified view from the cockpit is of little 
use for cluttered target distinction.  It can be difficult to ascertain the ground from medium 
altitude in the utter blackness of an unlit desert landscape, even with NVGs.  Both manned and 
unmanned crews can select wide, relatively unmagnified sensor fields of view to permit similar 
spatial orientation.  Resolution is reduced in wider fields of view; hence narrow, zoomed views 
are used for target distinction and attack.  

A fallacy exists that peripheral vision from the cockpit gives an advantage during precision 
weapon attacks.33  Both manned and RPAS crews use sensors to acquire and distinguish the target,
and both are fixated on the cockpit-targeting screen during weapon time of flight.  The target 
is likely to be under the aircraft fuselage, obscured from direct human sight, through the attack 
flight profile.  A last second collateral risk is detected by manned and unmanned crews in the 
same way; on the sensor targeting screen.  This is particularly true with stand-off weapons –
the Grdelica railway bridge bombing during Operation Allied Force is a good example of this.34 
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Aircrew cite the benefit of their wingman’s peripheral vision providing a defence against 
collateral damage unavailable to RPAS.  This presumes RPAS cannot have ‘wingmen’; furthermore,
RPAS have a technological advantage because any FMV feed on the network can be displayed
on any GCS computer monitor.35  The vast majority of visually detected aircraft threats are 
perceived by wingmen rather than manned occupants, a fact of perspective.  The human eyeball
detects movement laterally more easily than it perceives an object closing on a constant angle.  
The vast majority of contemporary threats are detected, and responded to, by automated 
defence systems, which would be no different for equipped manned platforms or RPAS.

Risk of mid-air collision is shared by manned platforms and UAVs.  RPAS operators and air traffic 
controllers have learned many lessons and developed robust procedures for deconfliction, 
much enhanced in the last few years.36  Key to this are airmanship, training and technological 
developments, including the addition of Link-16 into some RPAS – not, therefore, greatly 
dissimilar to manned platforms.

The ICRC raised concerns of information overload, during which a plethora of information, 
sometimes contradictory, could saturate an RPAS operator.37  This situation is much more likely
in a manned aircraft than an RPAS.  Though an RPAS has a networked mass of data available, 
more humans can quickly and easily be brought into a GCS to assist with processing it.  This is
not, of course, possible with manned aircraft.  The latest fighters use numerous automated 
sensor-fusion routines to identify beyond visual range targets before the data is ever presented 
to the human for a decision to use lethal force.38   

The criticism that RPAS hypnotise individuals from a strategic or operational perspective to
tactical myopia is centred on the seductive nature of full motion video feeds; there are 
accounts of General Wesley Clark re-directing individual RPAS during Allied Force, presumably 
to the detriment of his strategic perspective as Supreme Allied Commander Europe.39  
There are, of course, occasions when that approach would be entirely appropriate for strategic 
targeting events; a real advantage for the networked RPAS compared to manned platforms.  
Nevertheless, the temptation to micro-manage must be resisted: ‘rarely will [strategic and 
operational level commanders] have the full tactical situation and put bluntly, such activity is 
not their job’.40  The criticism regarding myopia seems more appropriately directed at those 
receiving distributed video feed than the RPAS operators themselves. 

Detachment 
There is an assumption that physical distance from the battlefield means psychological and 
emotional detachment, with concomitant erosion of notions of sacrifice that deters the 
initiation of wars, leading to questions whether it is ethical to kill in the manner of sending 
an email.41  This assumes a link between personal risk to life and warrior values, used to justify 
claims of inevitable psychological detachment.42  ‘Throughout history, as each technology has 
pushed soldiers farther and farther away from their foes, many lamented the effect it would 
have for warriors and their values....using a gun was once seen as cowardly’.43   
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Coker, drawing on Homeric tradition, argues that ‘war is the ultimate face to face encounter’ 
and that fidelity of resolution does not reveal moral character of the enemy.44  His warnings are 
very appropriate for the debate on robots but less so for drones.  Indeed, his study of mirror 
neurons can be turned to argue the advantage of drones over manned platforms.

It’s like a video game.  It can get a little bloodthirsty.  But it’s  [expletive] cool.45  

This comment was attributed to ‘a cubicle warrior’ during the Iraq war.  Both Singer and Coker 
reflect upon the worrying implication of detachment, ‘[with] remote soldiers no longer having 
any “emotional connectivity with the battlespace”’.  

Questions, though, arise.  Was the cubicle warrior attempting to relate a novel concept via 
analogy? Was he a seasoned veteran or a young man displaying bravado? Is the quote indicative
of all RPAS operators, across all cultures? Whilst conjectural, the context matters – particularly 
when compared with the sober views of British crews, reflecting upon their lethal duties.46  

Regardless of public banter and bravado, private squadron conversations concerning choices 
of when to and not to kill, despite tactical imperatives from other interested parties, are the 
same amongst manned and unmanned crews - extremely sombre and humane.47  

The ICRC raised concerns that physical and emotional distance from the adversary ‘makes 
targeting easier and abuses more likely’.48  Yet, the military profession demands a degree 
of detachment to permit killing as part of warfare; too much attachment either prevents 
completion of duty, or can lead to emotionally charged behaviour exceeding political and 
moral limitations.49   

 Whetham argues that a good commander remains slightly detached, and that an RPAS 
operator, with an absence of fear for their own safety, would be more capable, not less, of 
behaving justly.50  Aircrew traditionally have been more detached than infantrymen.  Until the
advent of targeting pods, visual clarity of targets was limited at best – one needs only to 
consider the ground resolution from the window of a commercial airliner at 20000 feet.  In the 
1990s, targeting pods allowed views of buildings and perhaps vehicles on their low resolution 
images.  Contemporary sensors allow aircrew to distinguish between individuals wearing 
brown and black, one walking with a limp, carrying an AK74 rather than an AK47.51 

As Coker notes, visual resolution does not reveal the moral character of the enemy.  What can 
is persistent observation coupled with networked intelligence.  RPAS have a design advantage 
over manned platforms in their persistence; even air-to-air refuelling of a manned platform will 
interrupt surveillance unless the tanker moves to the location of a surveillance aircraft. 

Some manned platforms can receive in-flight data, but the scale of networked connectivity 
is insignificant to an RPAS.  Mid-mission, an RPAS crew can access their own optical, infra-red 
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and radar sensors, rewind and review digital recording of the footage, manipulate current 
images and compare with a squadron archive of relevant imagery, peruse military mapping, 
satellite and radar data, access Google Earth, receive updated intelligence packs from the task 
force or distributed intelligence fusion centres via email, constantly talk to relevant members 
of the coalition community via chat rooms, talk to forward air controllers via UAV radio, and if 
necessary, talk to the task force commanders or forward air controllers via secure telephone 
from the GCS on the other side of the world.

Attachment to friendly infantry comes from that, plus a shared culture and empathy, personal 
relationships, either through training events, collocation or liaison visits, or through remote 
working relationships over a protracted period of time.  Attachment is stronger when 
collocated, but remains relevant and tangible across dispersed sites.52  

Conjecture that remoteness creates inappropriate behaviour appears unsupported by many 
credible sources.  RPAS crews are conscious that their actions are recorded and observed across 
the networked community, including by strategic leaders; that centres any human tendency 
for risk shift whilst facilitating an unprecedented degree of oversight and accountability. 
Quintana supports this theory and offers, ‘if anything, this is proving that it is more ethical to 
use remotely piloted aircraft than traditional combat aircraft’.53  Whetham suggests the nature 
of RPAS offers a higher degree of oversight than any other military activity.  He does not restrict 
that to the crew, but includes the restraining effect of persistent surveillance on emotional risk 
shift potential in any friendly land force.54  RPAS recordings can be used to rebut allegations of 
inappropriate friendly troop behaviour, also acting as a reputational defence.
 
There is a further consideration to bear in mind, namely the quality of the view that RPAS crews 
obtain of their possible adversary.  This is not dissimilar to the view that those involved in 
relatively close-quarter fighting obtain.

Coker relates the story of Emilio Lusso, a soldier on the Italian Front in 1916.  Lusso held a 
dim view of officers and Austrians, and on one occasion found an Austrian officer in his rifle 
sights.  Lusso’s reaction was to take up pressure on the trigger – at which point the Austrian lit 
a cigarette.  Lusso was disturbed to note that although he was focused upon killing his enemy, 
his trigger finger relaxed: ‘in the random act of lighting a cigarette, the Austrian had become a 
man like himself.  Lusso found himself overwhelmed by pity.’55

Coker uses neuroscience to explain the sniper’s behaviour: mirror neurons, or empathy 
neurons, allow humans to grasp the minds of others not through conceptual reasoning, but 
through direct simulation of feeling, that is to grasp the minds of others as if their thoughts 
and behaviours were their own.56   

Aircrew with contemporary sensors get a view of their adversary just like that Lusso gained.  
Over days of surveillance on the same target, RPAS crews will get to know an individual’s habits,
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shadowing them through their daily routines, gathering the intelligence that is vital to targeting
decisions.  If a targeting decision is made, the crews can continue watching for hours or days,
choosing not to shoot – even though they legally could – preferring to wait for an opportunity 
with least risk of collateral damage occurring.  After engaging the target, the crew will watch the
aftermath for minutes or even hours, to provide as full a picture as possible.  All engagements 
are thoroughly reviewed, dissected and debriefed by the operational accountability chain.57  

The psychological and emotional implications of events not involving killing are often 
overlooked.  Aircrews’ professionalism enables them to compartmentalise killing as fulfilment 
of their military duty in accordance with the rule of law, removing clear threats to friendly 
forces and civilians.  It does not help resolve witnessing a soldier walk towards a compound 
gate before being caught in the blast of an Improvised Explosive Device; the RPAS crew will 
keep watching the macabre scene, beaming their sensor feed to the networked community 
for recovery coordination.  Watching over a friendly patrol under sporadic fire, which chooses 
tactical patience, but later loses a soldier to enemy fire when being less patient would have 
offered the RPAS several firing opportunities, is also hard to resolve.  

The ‘detached’ RPAS aircrew then return home from their ‘office job’, interact with their family, 
with the images of the dead still fresh in their mind.  The ‘detached’ RPAS aircrew returns to 
do the same ‘office job’ again for the duration of their three year tour, and perhaps into their 
second or third tour.58  This observation is not to garner sympathy; rather to provide an insight 
into the realities faced by RPAS crews – ‘detachment’ is nowhere near as clear-cut as some 
commentators appear to believe.59 

A continuation of the factors in this section favouring human involvement with the decision
to kill, are very relevant when applied to an autonomous future.  The logic of humanity, 
empathy and Homeric values warn of a dangerous threshold when considering autonomous 
attack, reinforced by the arguments on LARs and the IHL requirement for humanity.

Conclusion 
This brief article attempts to separate some key issues within drone narratives to contribute 
towards enabling debate based on fact.  Terminology is crucial to unambiguous debate and 
attempts to persuade adoption of acronyms appear futile.  There is a case for suggesting 
that the military should embrace common parlance and provide clarity within the debate. 
Under this construct, ‘drone’ could describe RPAS, whilst ‘robot’ would distinguish autonomous 
systems.  This may help in providing clarity in legal debate.  International law on the use 
of lethal force applies equally to manned aircraft, drones and robots.  Calls to codify the 
use of lethal robots, with the added layers of complexity inherent in their use are entirely 
appropriate but precision is required in the use of language - drone operations, which should 
be considered alongside other human controlled activity, rather than by being merged with 
discussion of autonomous systems – as noted above, there is considerable confusion in 
thinking on such matters, even from highly credible organisations.
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Drones do not necessarily cause excessive collateral damage; indeed, they can reduce 
collateral risks compared with other military options.  Speculation about low SA and 
detachment for drone operators often seems not to accord with RPAS crews’ experiences of 
the realities of networked capabilities and persistent, high resolution surveillance systems.  
The intellectual and emotional attachment of remote operators to the battlefield is facilitated 
by networked systems and by ethos, training, liaison, and leadership; the complexities of this 
aspect of ‘drone wars’ require more precise attention by those debating the issue.

The benefits of drones, across all air power roles, will evolve and become more apparent.  
Unlimited by human physiology, UAVs can be optimised for persistence or agility. 
The alternatives are manned operations, or an acceptance of robots.  Manned aviation is 
limited by human endurance and incurs aircraft design penalties, but the human occupant 
helps negate communication vulnerabilities.  Complex military judgements, including human 
‘instinct,’ on the use of lethal force will likely remain beyond autonomous technology for 
some time; societal consent for robots may never materialise.  Drones and robots must be 
considered separately, bringing precision to debate.

The force multiplying potential of drones is evident.  The current UK vision predicts a medium 
term balance of one-third unmanned to two-thirds manned.  It is conceivable that balance 
will be reversed, but the pace of transition will be governed as much by economics, politics 
and commercial affairs as military factors.  There is no inevitable transition to a total drone or 
robot force; many obstacles remain, and certain military scenarios favour manned operations.  
Nevertheless, the drone is a critical part of considerations for a future force. 

The ‘Drone Wars’ narrative includes extraneous elements.  It is essential when considering 
drones to recall that issues of sovereignty, host state consent, controlling ungoverned regions, 
the legality of targeted killing, transparency, generating radicalisation, and the strategic
efficacy of airstrikes, are not drone-specific debates, but rooted in broader political, legal, 
ethical and generic air power debates.  A clear understanding of drones driven by factual, 
experience-based input from operators is essential if considerations of RPAS as a future force
or a force multiplier are to be effectively realised.  Dunn’s contention that drones are a 
‘disruptive technology’ is not misplaced, but the vital ground of debate around how to use
that technology often is misguided.  To misquote Sir Sydney Camm, drones have five 
dimensions: span, length, height, capability and politics – for understanding the contribution 
of RPAS to future force constructs, the fourth and fifth elements must be disentangled to 
permit capability to inform wider debate.  Only then can we be confident that decision making 
regarding the place of the RPAS will be properly informed. 
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By Dr Peter Lee

In June 2013 the UK Supreme Court delivered a judgement that applied the European 
Convention on Human Rights to British combat operations, which undermined long-standing
assumptions about the status of combatants in a war zone.  While, conventionally, law is deemed
to follow on from ethics, the invocation of individual rights in this legal case prompts the
revisiting of recent just war debate over the role of individual rights when making normative 
judgements about the morality of war and ethical conduct therein.  The way in which individual
rights discourses are deployed in the philosophical underpinning of just war theory has a 
marked impact on how the ethical status of combatants and their actions can be assessed.  
The use of the Reaper by the Royal Air Force on remote operations in the Afghanistan theatre 
adds a further layer of complexity to those ethical considerations.  Consequently, this article 
will explore the nexus of remote warfare, just war reasoning and individual rights, highlighting 
the contradictions, opportunities and potential implications that arise when making ethical 
judgements in the domain of war in the twenty-first century. 

Rights, Wrongs and Drones: 
Remote Warfare, Ethics and the 
Challenge of Just War Reasoning
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Introduction

‘A good man would prefer to be defeated than to defeat injustice by evil means.’ 1
Sallust, 41 BC

On 19 June 2013 the UK Supreme Court delivered a judgement that undermined 
previous rulings on, and assumptions about, the status of combatants in a war zone:

a concept whose legal and moral2  antecedents can be traced back through many 
centuries of the just war tradition.  For the first time the Human Rights Act (1998), which 
enshrines the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) in UK law, was successfully 
applied to a case involving the deaths of soldiers on a battlefield, a battlefield that lay 
outwith the geographical confines of the UK and continental Europe. 

The families of three soldiers killed in Iraq when their non-armoured ‘Snatch’ Land Rovers 
were blown up by a roadside bomb, had taken legal action against the Ministry of Defence 
(MOD) on the basis that the MOD had not reasonably taken every step to protect the 
lives of the soldiers.  It was argued that the soldiers’ ‘right to life’, as enshrined in Article 2 
of the ECHR, had been violated by the negligence of the British Army.  The key element 
of the plaintiffs’ argument was that soft-skinned vehicles should not have been used in 
a high-risk environment when armoured vehicles were available, either already in the 
British Army’s inventory or available to purchase on the open market.  In its Judgement the 
Supreme Court justices explained: ‘The Snatch Land Rover claims …  are all directed to the 
substantive obligation, which requires the state not to take life without justification and 
also, by implication, to establish a framework of laws, precautions, procedures and means of 
enforcement which will, to the greatest extent reasonably practicable, protect life.’3 

In making its judgement the UK Supreme Court held the MOD legally liable for actions that 
had not gone far enough in protecting the lives – and rights – of the soldiers concerned.
The court specifically rejected the MOD’s claim that there was no case to answer on the basis 
of combat immunity, a claim that manifested itself in two ways.  First, that the soldiers were 
outside the UK’s jurisdiction; and second, that the MOD owed no such duty of care at the 
time of the soldiers’ deaths.4  The UK Defence Secretary, Philip Hammond responded to the 
judgements by stating:

I am very concerned at the wider implications of this judgment, which could ultimately 
make it more difficult for our troops to carry out operations and potentially throws open 
a wide range of military decisions to the uncertainty of litigation … It can’t be right that 
troops on operations have to put the ECHR [European Convention on Human Rights] 
ahead of what is operationally vital to protect our national security.5 

The Supreme Court judgement, together with the response of the British Defence Secretary, 
highlights an ever-present – and in a European context in particular, ever growing – tension in 
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the international political system as it currently operates, and against which political policies, 
military doctrine, and ethical and legal arguments must be formulated: the rights of individuals 
versus the rights of states.  In their respective positions, the Supreme Court prioritised the 
human rights of individuals, while in his opposition to the Court’s judgement the Defence 
Secretary stressed national security and the importance of protecting it, even at additional 
risk to soldiers’ lives.  The court’s decision was neither unanimous nor uncontroversial, and the 
justices acknowledged that the matter should be approached with caution, lest they run the 
risk of undermining the capacity of a state to defend itself and its interests.6  Further, perhaps 
dramatically, the judgement stated that ‘democracy itself may be at risk,’ if a state’s resort to 
martial force be unreasonably curtailed.7

The gravity of the potential consequences of applying individual rights in this way –
as highlighted by both the Defence Secretary and the Supreme Court itself – is complicated 
further by the proliferation and use of new technologies to deliver lethal force from
great distances across continents and multiple jurisdictions: especially for the Reaper.
While, conventionally, law is deemed to follow on from morality, the invocation of individual 
rights in this legal case prompts the revisiting of recent just war debate over the role of 
individual rights when making normative ethical judgements regarding the use of military 
force.  The way in which individual rights discourses are used to underpin just war theory has
a marked impact on how the moral status of combatants and their actions can be assessed.

Consequently, this article will explore the nexus of remote warfare, just war reasoning and 
individual rights, highlighting contradictions, opportunities and potential implications for 
making ethical assessments in the domain of war.  The first section will begin by setting the 
context of the subsequent discussion in actual – as opposed to fictionalised or sensationalised 
– Reaper operations, outlining a number of existing approaches to making moral assessments 
of RPA or ‘drone’ activities.8  The second section will focus on the use of individual rights in two 
competing just war approaches.  Analysis will contrast Michael Walzer’s just war reasoning, 
which subsumes individual rights within the more important rights of states, with Jeff 
McMahan’s approach, which prioritises individual moral rights.  I will examine the different 
ways that each uses the notion of rights in assessing the moral status of combatants and their 
actions.  The remainder of the article will then explore the implications of that moral debate for
the domain of remote military operations: for the use of Reaper in particular.  Underlying this 
approach is the assumption that war, cultural mores, and evolving technologies shape just 
war reasoning at least as much – and possibly more – than just war shapes the clash of martial 
forces in pursuit of political ends.9 

‘Easy’ Killing and Risk-Free War
The Reaper pilot and sensor operator stared intently at the bank of screens in front of them, 
their concentration fixed on one individual.  Their target had been identified by more than one 
intelligence source and extended observation had confirmed both his identity and activities 
as an active Taliban combatant.  The mission intelligence coordinator continued to actively 
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provide them with checks and updates, while at the same time legal sanction to attack the 
target – within the dictates of their rules of engagement – had been granted.  The target was 
also sufficiently isolated to ensure that nobody else would be struck by the blast or shrapnel 
from the impending strike.  As the selected weapon was about to be released and the target 
killed, the sensor operator thought he glimpsed, fleetingly, what may have been another 
person encroaching onto the camera’s field of vision.  Although once again only the target 
could now be seen on the screen, the sensor operator was reluctant to prosecute the target 
just in case someone, or more than one person, was standing just outside of their narrow
field of vision – and therefore potentially at risk.  A discussion ensued.  The pilot had not
seen anything untoward but the intelligence coordinator was unsure: there might have been 
someone there.  The pilot reminded them that they were cleared to fire and that their rules
of engagement allowed them to do so.  Legal sanction was in place.  With the crew split
over whether or not to proceed with the attack, given even the small possibility of killing
or maiming an innocent passer-by the pilot agreed with the others to abort the attack.
Checks would continue and another suitable opportunity to strike the target – without the 
potential risk to an innocent bystander – would be sought.10 11 
 
This incident raises a number of practical and moral questions: On what basis is the Reaper
(or Predator or other armed remotely piloted aircraft) crew permitted to take the life of a
fellow human being? What moral status is held by the enemy combatants involved, both
the targets on the ground and the combatants operating the Reaper? In addition, what
makes an individual liable, or not, to attack by deadly military force? These questions have
been and continue to be subject to numerous enquiries by academics and practitioners 
alike.  In the incident outlined above, legal authority had been granted for the strike and 
the crew involved would have been protected from prosecution if they complied with their 
rules of engagement (ROE) and unintended collateral damage – the wounding or death of 
a non-combatant – had occurred.  Contrary to popular mythology, the crew involved were 
not itching to pull the trigger in the latest deadly round of ‘war by Playstation’; instead, their 
discussion focused on whether it was ‘right’ – an ethical judgement – to release the weapon
in that particular situation.

David Whetham provides a particularly thoughtful overview of moral and political challenges 
raised by the use of remotely piloted aircraft in ‘Killer Drones: The Moral ups and Downs’. 12  
Like most Western commentators setting out to assess the moral implications of remotely 
conducted asymmetric operations against a technologically inferior enemy, Whetham draws 
upon the memes and themes of just war, with familiar notions of jus in bello providing a 
touchstone for his analysis.  In this context he introduces but does not explore in depth the 
moral calculus involved in removing physical risk from one group of combatants (Reaper pilots, 
for example).
 
In the context of RPA operations, the relationship between physical risk, ubiquity and moral 
legitimacy is recognised, though not explored, in UK defence doctrine.13  At a UK parliamentary
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level, Louisa Brooke-Holland has provided members of parliament with a formal Briefing
Note which touches slightly upon the ethical and moral implications of the use of remotely 
piloted weapons, and in places repeats – uncritically – assertions made by proponents and 
opponents alike.14  For example, she quotes Medea Benjamin, author of Drone Warfare: Killing by
Remote Control, who has stated: ‘The biggest ethical problem with drones is that it makes 
killing too easy’. 15  When allowed to stand alone and unquestioned such a comment is granted 
greater credibility than it deserves in a complex debate.  It is particularly disturbing in a 
document that might be the only basis on which some UK MPs will make judgements about 
the practicality and morality of remotely piloted aircraft operations.  What does Benjamin
mean by ‘easy’? From a technological standpoint, killing by Reaper is monumentally difficult. 
Huge numbers of people – again, contrary to urban myth – are needed to remotely deliver 
lethal ordnance: from software engineers to hardware engineers, traditional airframe 
technicians to communications specialists, armourers to logisticians, intelligence coordinators 
to legal advisors, and so on.  Furthermore, conventional aircraft such as the Tornado or 
Typhoon have significantly greater destructive potential than the remotely piloted Reaper 
because of the larger payloads they can carry.  Perhaps, however, killing by ‘drone’ is meant to 
be psychologically ‘easy’.

Such an assumption is shared by Cole et al who state boldly: ‘Operators, rather than seeing 
human beings, perceive mere blips on a screen.  The potential for this to lead to a culture of 
convenient killing may well be reason to consider banning this new type of lethal technology’. 16  
Minimal evidence and maximal hyperbole is invoked as part of an anti-drone campaign:
all without direct reference to the experience of the operators involved or any appreciation of 
the actual level of close-up detail that is available to the Reaper crew.17  On practical grounds 
alone such a simplistic argument should be rejected: the political and reputational cost to both 
the UK and the RAF of allowing ‘disconnected’ sociopaths to indulge in such so-called ‘easy’ 
and ‘convenient’ killing (even ignoring the inconvenient presence of multiple layers of legal 
and institutional oversight and accountability) is beyond calculation.  That some individuals 
can accept such claims without demur says more about their credulity than the validity of the 
claims.  In contrast, one Reaper pilot describes his experience:

I have killed the enemy from both [conventional aircraft] and from the Reaper.
The body’s reactions are the same – it surprised me.  Your mouth goes dry and the
hairs on the back of your neck stand up.  Everything goes tense and you get that sick 
feeling in your stomach.  You know what you are about to do.18 

Of course, one individual’s account does not constitute empirical evidence of perfect, unerring 
behaviour in every circumstance.  However, it will hopefully encourage greater analysis and 
further research, while discouraging the spread of unthinking, uncritical presumptions that 
often seem to be based on little more than a few hours’ experience playing ‘Call of Duty’ on 
a computer.  The physical reaction described here does not suggest that killing has become 
‘easy’ for the person/people involved.  And finally on this belaboured point, does ‘easy’ refer 
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to the sheer numbers that can be killed? It always seems morally perverse to resort to simple 
arithmetic when human lives, and deaths, are involved.  For example, according to the United 
Nations, ‘as many as 1 million people are estimated to have perished’ in Rwanda in the weeks 
following 6 April 1994.19  They were killed using mainly machetes and traditional farming 
implements.  I would not like to speculate how psychologically difficult it was to take part in 
that killing but, technically speaking, it was ‘easy’, highly effective in an evil sort of way, and all 
of the many thousands of weapons involved could probably be purchased for less than the 
price of one precision guided missile.

Much more nuanced in her analysis of remotely piloted aircraft operations is Alison Williams, 
who critically engages with the ‘spatial practices’ involved and the ‘idea that the bodies of 
the aircrew are becoming less important’.20  In response to the common accusation that 
remote operations are ‘risk-free’ to the crews involved, she goes on to observe: ‘commentators 
mistakenly assume that it is only the physical body that can be damaged by warfare’.21  To a 
lesser extent, James Cook considers the moral implications of separating combatants from 
combat, arguing that the ‘relatively unique status of RPA pilots and cyber operators may well 
challenge the [just war theory]’, especially if those combatants are not adequately separated 
from civilian populations.22
 
While the foregoing, and the rapidly expanding ‘morality of ‘drones’’ oeuvre,  strives to make 
normative moral assessments of killing at a distance, this paper turns now to a more abstract 
consideration of the philosophical means that make it possible – drawing on just war discourse 
– to even speak of the morality of war in general and Reaper operations in particular.

States, Rights and Just War 
Since 1977 and the publication of his Just and Unjust Wars, Michael Walzer has provided 
a uniquely influential voice in modern just war theory.  Nicholas Rengger goes as far as 
to described Walzer’s magnum opus as ‘unambiguously the most influential academic 
reconsideration of the tradition in recent times’.24  Over the past four decades Walzer’s ideas 
have been tested, challenged and ranked as first among equals alongside those of other just 
war luminaries such as James Turner Johnson and Jean Bethke Elshtain.  Walzer – like Johnson,25 
Elshtain and many others – locates his work firmly within the just war tradition and draws
upon enduring historical concepts therein in order to make judgements about the morality 
of war in the twenty-first century.  Setting his work within what he calls a ‘legalist paradigm’,26  
Walzer draws upon the notion of individual rights to provide a philosophical foundation for
his just war theorising.  Contrarily, the most concerted and sustained challenge to Walzer’s
just war theory has come from Jeff McMahan, who argues ‘that some of the principles [Walzer] 
defends do not and cannot derive from the basic moral rights of individuals and indeed,
in some cases, explicitly permit the violation of those rights’.27  The remainder of this section 
will explore key points of difference between these two distinct approaches to making moral 
assessments concerning war, before going on to explore their significance for RPA operations 
in the final section.
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While Walzer relies on individual rights as a key foundation on which to base his just war 
theorizing, those rights are set in the context of, or subordinated to, state rights: with the 
origins and the nature of the relationship between the two left largely undefined in his
Just and Unjust Wars.  He writes of the relationship between the two (individual rights and
state rights): 

Individual rights (to life and liberty) underlie the most important judgements that we 
make about war.  How these rights themselves are founded I cannot try to explain here. 
It is enough to say that they are somehow entailed by our sense of what it means to 
be a human being.  If they are not natural, then we have invented them, but natural or 
invented, they are a palpable feature of our moral world.  States’ rights are simply their 
collective form.28 

It appears, superficially, that Walzer grants primacy to individual rights when making 
judgements about the morality of war.  However, the relationship between individual and
state rights is insufficiently defined to confidently support such an assumption.  If his just
war theory somehow rests on individual rights, the relationship between those rights and 
waging war is mediated by the state: state rights therefore being granted priority over the 
individual rights.29   He writes of the relationship between the two: ‘The rights of states rest 
on the consent of their members.  But this is consent of a special sort.  State rights are not 
constituted through a series of transfers from individual men and women to the sovereign
or through a series of exchanges among individuals.’ 30 
 
Lackey makes a bold, if over-simplified, assessment of the place of personal rights in 
Walzer’s schema, noting, ‘Walzer’s theory is no simple affirmation of personal rights against 
the encroachment of the general interest: the whole of his theory of just wars hinges on the 
notions of the rights of nation-states, not individuals’. 31  It is clear from Walzer’s words above 
that individual rights play a significant role in his just war theory.  In addition, Brian Orend is 
critical of Walzer’s lack of detail at this point, noting, ‘It is ironic that so much weight is put on 
human rights in Walzer’s just war theory yet so little is said either about their nature or their 
justification’.32  Perhaps Orend does not go far enough in his criticism here.  Not only does Walzer 
avoid explaining or justifying how he forms the basis of his rights argument, he appears at best 
apathetic and at worst ambivalent about how these rights come to be.  Walzer has no intention 
of debating the benefits of natural law, or any other philosophical33  basis for his rights-oriented 
arguments.  It therefore appears that his pragmatism is more concerned with the application 
of these rights within his system than with explaining how they exist in the first place: his 
conception of rights being an assumed, rather than a defined, moral source.34  Consider some 
words of Walzer on the relationship between politics and philosophy concerning the validation 
of individual rights:

philosophical validation and political authorization are two entirely different things.
They belong to two entirely distinct spheres of human activity.  Authorization is the
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work of citizens governing themselves among themselves.  Validation is the work of
the philosopher reasoning alone in a world he inhabits alone or fills with the products
of his own speculations.35 

Walzer appears unwilling to resolve any tension between the nature of rights and their origins. 
In effect he has bracketed, or set aside, questions concerning the theoretical basis of his 
rights approach to just war, concentrating instead on the application of his just war theory 
with practical examples: typically prioritising the role of states.  While this has enabled him 
to address the practicalities of his just war arguments, the lack of clarity over the relationship 
between individual and state rights – as the basis for his just war arguments – would later 
present problems when challenged by McMahan’s more individual rights-focused argument. 
Furthermore, they highlight a limitation of his theorising when it is applied to the kind of 
military interventions that have occurred since the end of the Cold War: specifically, when
one protagonist is a sub-state entity.  Despite the foregoing, Walzer’s commitment to the
state in his political and just war writings is not that of a blinkered idealist, rather it comes
with demands and expectations, especially in the legitimate use of force in self-defence:
He writes:

The moral standing of any particular state depends on the reality of the common life it 
protects and the extent to which the sacrifices required by that protection are willingly 
accepted and thought worthwhile.  If no common life exists, or if the state doesn’t defend 
the common life that does exist, its own defense may have no moral justification.36 

Though these words were originally written in 1977 they include a prescient definition, even 
if not intended at the time, of what is commonly referred to today as a failed state.  If we take 
a strict reading of Walzer’s description here, Afghanistan still fails to meet the criteria – at least 
in moral terms – of a fully functioning state.  For all of the monumental efforts and sacrifices 
made by UK and NATO military personnel, only a fool or a blinkered optimist would begin to 
claim that some credible form of common life exists in Afghanistan in 2013, and that it is being 
adequately defended by the Afghan police, army and government.  While Walzer does not set 
out to define or specify how the rights of states are constituted, he makes it clear that these 
rights are, to some extent at least, related to or dependent upon the rights, and common life, 
of the individuals who make up that state.  It is in this context that his political and theoretical 
priority lies with the rights of the state.  Against this backdrop Walzer’s just war theory is 
located primarily in a ‘global community [that] is pluralist in character, a community of nations, 
not of humanity, and the rights within it have been minimal and largely negative, designed to 
protect the integrity of nations and to regulate their commercial and military transactions.’37

McMahan’s sustained critique of Walzer’s just war concentrates primarily on the paradoxical 
status of individual rights and state rights.  Although he does not expound the relationship 
between the two kinds of rights, Walzer repeatedly confirms that they both exist and
support his just war theory.  McMahan, however, opts for a highly selective reading of Walzer’s
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prioritisation of state rights, using the domestic analogy38  to attribute claims to Walzer that 
Walzer does not claim for himself.  McMahan states: ‘If we conduct our thinking about war 
by focusing on relations among states and treating states as if they were individuals with 
rights that are analogues of the rights of persons, the actual rights of actual persons become 
essentially invisible’.39  Going further he adds: ‘If we take the domestic analogy seriously, it 
should lead us to treat individual persons as if they had no more significance in relations 
between states than a person’s individual cells have in relations between persons’.40  Put more 
simply – perhaps too simply – for McMahan, Walzer’s prioritising of the rights of states makes 
individuals rights redundant, or at least insignificant.

McMahan produces a sequence of logical steps in this argument, each of which makes 
sense when viewed on its own terms.  However, the intellectual sleight of hand comes in 
the assumptions that underpin McMahan’s approach where he implies that the domestic 
analogy, as he presents it, is somehow representative of Walzer’s position when the reality is 
significantly different.  Over many years Walzer has consistently sought to retain the tension 
between individual rights and human rights in his work, even if he has not defined the 
relationship at length.  McMahan, however, claims that Walzer has consistently ignored the 
rights of individuals in his just war theorising.  Taking his argument to its logical conclusion, 
McMahan considers that where a state ‘has acted in such a way as to forfeit its right against 
attack, and if all its citizens are equally part of the state, then it seems that they should all be 
legitimate targets of attack.’ 41  He somehow suggests that Walzer’s just war theory eventually, 
through a series of logical leaps, takes us to a position where within an aggressor state there 
is no difference between combatant and non-combatant, innocent and non-innocent – 
however those terms are defined – they are subject to legitimate attack.  However, the only 
way he can make that argument is by omitting, entirely, Walzer’s repeated acknowledgements 
that individual rights and state rights are somehow interdependent.  McMahan’s ultimate 
claim that the domestic analogy has led to ‘collective responsibility, collective guilt, collective 
liability, and collective punishment’ would be more relevant if he provided examples to 
support his case.42  It would also be more impressive if he could demonstrate the presence 
of such intended outcomes in Walzer’s writings in particular, and in the just war tradition 
more broadly.  Significantly, however, McMahan’s partial reading of Walzer and his associated 
selective application of logical progressions has an important bearing on the moral status of 
combatants, and it is to this aspect of just war that we now turn.

The Moral Standing of Combatants 
Walzer broadly summarises the moral order that enables the conduct of war to be described, 
disputed and justified or otherwise as the ‘war convention’.43  This war convention is made 
up of ‘the set of articulated norms, customs, professional codes, legal precepts, religious and 
philosophical principles, and reciprocal arrangements that shape our judgements of military 
conduct’.44  Given the diversity of sources Walzer calls upon, his war convention should be 
understood more as a loose coalition of ideas that frame his moral arguments than a coherent, 
succinct theory.  He goes on to describe the war convention as having been ‘expounded, 
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debated, criticized, and revised over a period of many centuries.  Yet it remains one of the 
more imperfect of human artefacts: recognizably something that men have made, but not 
something that they have made freely or well’.45  The strength of Walzer’s admittedly ambiguous 
approach is that it leaves scope for reinterpretation as time and circumstance changes.  In that 
regard his contribution to the just war tradition is in keeping with his many predecessors.
The weakness of his approach is that it remains vulnerable to a focused and sustained critique 
– such as that carried out by McMahan.

Crucial in Walzer’s theorising, and a dominant assumption within the just war tradition for 
centuries, is viewing enemy combatants, regardless of whether they fight either as part of 
an aggressive army in an unjust war, or as part of an army acting justly in self-defence, as 
moral equals.  This moral equality rests, in Walzer’s just war theory, on the ability to distinguish 
between categories of people – combatants and non-combatants.  For Walzer, non-combatants 
are part of a broader category he refers to as ‘innocent people’ who, because they pose
no direct threat to their enemies cannot lose their rights (for example, their right to life).46  
Non-combatants are ‘innocent’ no matter how good or evil the decisions of their political 
leaders with regard to war.  Further, combatants, at least regular combatants who serve 
in recognised, state-sanctioned, uniformed militaries, lose that presumption of innocence 
because of the threat that they pose to enemy lives during times of war.  In addition, for Walzer, 
combatants gain more rights – such as the right to kill under particular conditions – during 
times of war while simultaneously accepting a reduced right to life.

McMahan challenges the view that soldiers engaged in a just war while defending innocents 
somehow ‘only’ hold moral equivalence to those soldiers whose actions may be contrary 
and unjust: ‘It does not seem that people can forfeit or lose moral rights simply by defending 
themselves and other people from unjust attack’.47  Therefore, for McMahan, soldiers fighting in 
a just war to defend the innocent should not lose any of their individual rights to life. He adds: 
‘So unjust combatants use wrongful means – the killing of people who are innocent in the 
relevant sense – to achieve ends that are unjust.  It is hard to see how that could be morally 
permissible’.48  At first glance it appears that McMahan makes a valid point – the combatant 
fighting a just war in a just manner must surely be acting ethically, while the combatant 
fighting an unjust war using wrongful means must be acting unethically.  Therefore, the 
rights of those fighting justly should be protected.  McMahan’s approach certainly appears to 
anticipate the Supreme Court ruling on the rights of UK soldiers outlined at the beginning of 
this article.

The key to understanding McMahan’s approach to the moral equality of combatants is to 
recognise that he bases that equality on the application of assumed universal individual moral 
rights – with no consideration of the role of states.  His unjust combatant – one who fights 
in an unjust war – violates the rights of the just combatant, so they cannot in any way be 
considered as moral equals in the way that Walzer advocates and which the war convention, 
broadly understood, accepts.
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Again, McMahan’s capacity for logical progression of argument – within the constraints and 
assumptions that he does not always make clear – is impeccable.  However, in basing his own 
just war reasoning on an application of universal moral rights, thereby making combatants 
responsible for making their own judgements about whether or not a war is just and therefore 
whether or not to participate in it, McMahan places an unrealistic expectation upon soldiers, 
sailors and airmen to make moral judgements about the cause for which they are being asked 
– ordered – to fight.  He writes that ‘if soldiers lack a just cause, there are no goods that they 
are justified in pursuing by means of war’.49  They therefore act in an unethical way simply by 
taking up arms when ordered.  He also argues that where just cause is absent there can be no 
discrimination, because, 

The distinction between legitimate and illegitimate targets does not coincide with that 
between combatants and non-combatants.  Rather, what discrimination requires is that 
soldiers target only those who are morally responsible for an unjust threat or for some 
other grievance that provides a just cause for war.50 

McMahan’s case here is logical in that one argument follows another.  This logical progression 
rests on his assumption that soldiers are fully able to ascertain whether or not the course of 
action they are being asked to pursue is supported by a just cause.  Further, they can only 
use force against someone who is morally responsible for an unjust threat.  However, the 
responsibility for the existence of an unjust threat is typically held at a much higher level by 
political leaders.  If McMahan’s logic is extended where does it stop? If soldiers are held to be 
morally blameworthy for engaging in war – despite not having access to all the information 
held by senior political decision-makers – do the civilians who feed those soldiers share in the 
collective responsibility, thereby making themselves liable to collective punishment?

Walzer’s attitude towards McMahan’s approach to just war might be described as respectful 
scepticism.  For Walzer, McMahan’s attribution of moral responsibility to the individual rather 
than the collective (of, say, civilians or soldiers, combatants or innocents) is idealised and 
unworkable in practice.  Walzer’s response is based primarily on the impracticality of applying 
McMahan’s ideas to the unpredictable and awkward business of war.  Walzer’s lack of a detailed 
discussion of the relationship between individual rights, state rights and the individual’s moral 
standing in war, leaves him open to the charge of prioritising pragmatism and practicality over 
theory.  Conversely, McMahan’s perceptive, and in places selective, development of just war 
ideas based on universal individual moral rights leads to eloquent arguments that impress 
with their logic but often have questionable application in a messy world characterised by 
overlapping political self-interests, moral ambiguity and recourse to martial force in less-than-
clear circumstances.  What cannot be ignored, in Europe at least, is that the application of the 
ECHR to British soldiers in Iraq – a theatre of combat operations geographically separated 
from Europe – changes the social, legal and political landscape within which ethical debate 
surrounding individual rights and war takes place.  As we proceed to the final section of 
this paper discussion returns to remotely piloted aircraft operations, examining how the 
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application of the contrasting just war approaches of Walzer and McMahan – specifically their 
respective approaches to individual moral rights – significantly shapes any moral assessment 
of Reaper operations in Afghanistan. 

Morality and Remote Warfare
Contrary to McMahan’s reading of Walzer and his analysis of who may or may not be 
legitimately attacked in war, Walzer’s just war theory does not permit the blanket killing of 
the innocent; he does, however, grant exceptions to his general prohibition on the killing of 
the ‘innocent’.  For example, on grounds of ‘military necessity’ 51, if the avoidance of civilian 
deaths will present undue risk to the lives of combatants or to a militarily essential target.  He 
describes this as ‘not a retained but a war right’.52  This ‘right’ to kill civilians in some situations 
is captured in international humanitarian law, with the Geneva Conventions prohibiting 
only attacks ‘which may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, 
damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the 
concrete and direct military advantage anticipated’. 53
 
Assessing the competing rights located in noncombatant immunity, military necessity, and undue
risk to the lives of combatants, involves a utilitarian calculation in which subjective bias will be
all but impossible to avoid.54  The non-combatant will prefer an absolute right to life even if it
renders military action impossible, while the military commander will prefer the maximum legal 
and moral room to manoeuvre (so to speak) when making operational decisions.  The political 
leader, meanwhile, will often tend toward whichever of these two positions most serves their 
ends while minimising negative repercussions for themselves (as opposed to repercussions for 
the combatants or vulnerable non-combatants, though these factors may all be linked).  Take the
situation outlined earlier, where a Reaper crew was legally authorised to attack a target, but 
chose not to fire just in case an innocent bystander standing just out of their field of vision 
might be hit by the blast.  It would be difficult for anyone to credibly argue that the crew acted 
in any way other than ethically.  The context suggests that there was time to double-check that 
the prospective blast zone was clear before any subsequent attack. 

If, however, the Reaper attack had been time critical and a major military advantage would 
be lost without the immediate striking of the target – say, allowing a Taliban commander and 
several IED-makers55  to proceed with several waves of attack – the target could have legally 
been prosecuted: even if an innocent bystander was hit.  In Walzer’s terms, such an act, even 
with the death of the non-combatant, could still be regarded as a moral action, especially 
viewed in utilitarian terms.  In McMahan’s individual-rights approach, however, there are no 
circumstances in which an innocent bystander can lose their right to life: he refers to ‘the 
exceptionless prohibition of intentional attacks on civilians or non-combatants’.56  Therefore, the 
Reaper crew would be acting immorally if they fired a weapon knowing that it would likely 
cause a non-combatant’s death or grievous wounding: even if they achieved a significant 
military advantage for their allies in the process, and saved the lives of numerous other
non-combatants who would otherwise be killed by IED and in other Taliban attacks. 
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One further factor to consider in this scenario is the political dimension.  Each country’s 
ROE – where the military is legally constituted in a state context – are frequently designed to 
conform to both domestic law (of both the sending and the host country), and international 
humanitarian law in the shape of the Geneva Conventions.  In an environment like Afghanistan 
in 2013 it is feasible that ROE can be satisfied, a moral case for action can be made in terms 
of Walzer’s ‘military necessity’57  argument, and yet an attacking force – using the Reaper or 
another weapons platform – can choose not to engage.  If Clausewitz’s maxim that war is
a continuation of politics holds true (and I will grant here that it does), political leaders –
for reasons of their own – may require or demand a level of non-combatant immunity that 
transcends the minimum required by ROE, the Geneva Conventions, or the moral permission 
granted in Walzer’s schema: zero civilian casualties.  In effect, they would appear to be
invoking McMahan’s absolutist position on the killing of the innocent.  However, in reality
their intentions and motivations would not be based on, or even associated with, McMahan’s 
moral claims about the importance of individual rights.  A political intent could be prompted 
by a desire to avoid the deaths of innocents as a means of making it easier to negotiate
the end of hostilities with an enemy.  Less honourably, a political leader may simply wish to 
avoid negative newspaper headlines for reasons of personal or party-political advantage. 
In such a situation – and it is not difficult to imagine it arising – the moral imperative of the 
combatant is subsumed within higher political aims as jus in bello surrenders moral priority
to jus post bellum.

Perhaps the most potentially serious moral implication of invoking McMahan’s conception of 
individual moral rights-based just war is to be found in his rejection of key features of Walzer’s 
just war theory and the war convention more generally.  McMahan rejects, for example, the 
notion that belonging to a particular group of combatants brings with it a liability to be 
attacked as well as the right to attack an identified and identifiable enemy.  He writes: ‘My most 
serious concern about Walzer’s argument derives from his failure consistently to adhere to the 
rejection of group membership as a basis of liability to attack’.58  For McMahan, contra Walzer, 
membership of a particular group – the Royal Air Force, the US Army, the Taliban – does not in 
itself automatically grant to the enemy an inherent right to attack any member of that group in 
time of war.  That is, if I am not threatening you or endangering your life then you have no right 
to threaten or endanger mine: ‘In short, if liability is a function of action and not membership, 
immunity must be a function of the absence of action and not of membership’.59 

There is one logical application of McMahan’s individual-focused just war reasoning that 
holds particular moral significance for individuals involved in remote operations, such as the 
RAF Reaper crews based in the US or the UK who fly aircraft over Afghanistan.  Namely, when 
a person is physically separated from the battlefield by thousands of miles and cannot be 
attacked by an enemy who is not equipped to do so.  For McMahan, that person has no right 
to endanger an enemy combatant just because he belongs to the enemy’s army or militia: 
if I do not threaten you as an individual I must be immune to attack from you.  Hence, using 
McMahan’s line of logical reasoning all remotely piloted aircraft operations against the Taliban60  
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in the Afghanistan theatre must, de facto, be immoral.  Since the Reaper sensor operator in 
Creech Air Force Base cannot – as things currently stand – be attacked by a member of the 
Taliban, then (according to McMahan) he or she can have no right to target and kill an enemy 
combatant who is a member of the Taliban. 

Returning to Walzer’s just war reasoning, and the relationship between the moral standing of 
combatants and the degree of risk they endure in carrying out their duties.  It would appear, 
therefore, at least by focusing in the individual-rights aspect of Walzer’s just war, that the moral 
standing of Reaper pilots and sensor operators is problematic: the degree of risk they share 
in conducting operations is not equivalent to the risk endured by their targets or potential 
targets, or their allied ground combatants in the Afghanistan battlespace.  The lack of risk-
bearing by Reaper crews suggests an imbalance in the individual-rights aspect of Walzer’s 
moral equation that weighs the combatant’s right to take the lives of others against the right 
to preserve his or her own life.  However, to come to such a conclusion would be to overlook 
the crucial philosophical basis of Walzer’s just war outlined previously.  For although individual 
rights – whether that be the right to take life or the right to preserve life – are a key feature of 
his moral framework, Walzer consistently sets those rights in the context of prioritised state 
rights and the rights of the military collective. 

As a result, the right of a Reaper sensor operator to kill a human target61  in Afghanistan does 
not rest solely or even primarily on his or her individual moral status as a combatant; that right 
rests in turn on the more important or higher order right of the state to defend itself and the 
(somehow) aggregated or collective moral rights of the individuals therein.  Further, without 
the right to protect fellow combatants who are being attacked – for example, either using an 
artillery barrage from several miles away or using a Reaper from thousands of miles away to 
protect an Army patrol on the ground in Afghanistan – the very idea of a legitimate, collective 
state-sanctioned armed force descends into parody.  Not every act on or around a battlefield 
can be reduced to, or legitimately called, an act of self-defence in an arena of equivalent risk. 
Examples of this asymmetry include firing long-range artillery against an enemy armed only 
with rifles, dropping bombs using conventional aircraft on an enemy who has no air defences, 
or firing heavy guns or missiles from a ship against a target with no maritime capability. 
Further, it has been the aim of political leaders and military commanders since the dawn of 
time to achieve asymmetric advantage on the battlefield: the advent of the longbow achieved, 
at least temporarily, a tactical advantage no less significant than that provided by modern-day 
RPA.  However, tactical asymmetry does not equate to moral asymmetry.  It is a naïve reading 
of the history of warfare that equates chivalrous conduct to a desire for a ‘fair’ fight: generals 
and soldiers have always sought every advantage possible over an enemy determined to 
kill them.  Individuals such as Reaper operators can and do operate as moral agents within a 
legitimate, sanctioned, state-centric moral framework of the type advocated by Walzer and 
which has dominated the just war tradition for centuries.  The following personal account from 
a Reaper pilot – and it is worth quoting at length – demonstrates both the theory and practice 
of discriminating between combatants and non-combatants:
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I’ve had multiple strikes, where waiting a little longer, or using the extra situational 
awareness tools in the Reaper have resulted in much better outcomes than you’d have 
got from a manned aircraft in the same setup.  It happens almost every day.  My last
flight involved working with [soldiers on the ground], who wanted us to provide some 
ISR62  on a hotly-contested area where they encounter a lot of IEDs and a lot of sporadic, 
harassing fire.  We saw, before sunrise, a man leave a compound and go to an area
behind a building.  He started digging, interacting with the ground.  The controller [on
the ground], saw that and immediately suggested that it was an IED, and started trying
to arrange permission for us to strike under the “hostile act” ROE.  His thinking was that 
there was a recent IED strike nearby, it was suspiciously before sunrise, and this was near 
an entryway to the compound, so probably a defensive IED.  

My crew disagreed, and as we watched longer and more closely, we could pick out
some of the tools he was using and started to assess them as regular farming tools.  
Eventually with the first fringes of sunrise, we could tell he was just seeding a small
patch of ground.  Watching him for an hour let us see that he had none of the hallmarks 
of a traditional IED emplacer; there was no rapidity, no hurry, no equipment, no lookout 
… I had a team inside the ops room I could talk to at length on the phone; second/
third/fourth opinions available as required, and a feed that could be instantly stopped, 
rewound and reviewed to gather more information.  A manned aircraft with less 
equipment, less time, and a poorer camera would have almost certainly considered 
engaging [earlier].63 

Discriminating between a legitimate target and an innocent civilian going about his business 
lies at the heart of this example.  Far from making it easier or more convenient to kill a 
prospective target, the Reaper’s persistence and close-up view of events below enabled the 
crew to analyse what was happening in considerable detail and avoid an unnecessary death. 
Such caution challenges many ill-informed and oft-repeated assumptions about Reaper 
operations: the crew’s concerns prompted by a complex interplay of rules of engagement, 
commander’s intent, and a desire to act ethically at the extreme of human activity – killing 
another human.  As one sensor operator summed up these three considerations: “Keeping the 
lawyers happy, the boss happy, and letting me sleep at night.”64

Walzer’s moral framework is far from perfect yet he still strives to allow the co-existence of 
moral agency and individual rights in complex military operations, which are shaped by 
changing and sometimes unclear political constraints.  In response to McMahan’s challenges 
in a number of areas, but particularly over the issue of assigning moral responsibility to 
individuals rather than collectives, Walzer writes the following:

What Jeff McMahan means to provide ... is a careful and precise account of individual 
responsibility in time of war.  What he actually provides, I think, is a careful and precise 
account of what individual responsibility in war would be like if war was a peacetime 
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activity…I don’t deny [his] perceptiveness; I only want to deny its relevance to the 
circumstances of war.65 

Many who are steeped in military tradition might instinctively sympathise with Walzer’s 
sentiments here, recoiling from some of the impractical implications for future wars of 
McMahan’s ideas.  This seems to be the concern of the UK Defence Secretary highlighted in 
the Introduction who said, ‘It can’t be right that troops on operations have to put the ECHR 
[European Convention on Human Rights] ahead of what is operationally vital to protect our 
national security.’ 66  However, they should not dismiss McMahan’s challenge out of hand: 
individual rights, in Europe at least, continue to increase in prominence and the UK Supreme 
Court’s ruling on the rights of soldiers in an operational theatre must inevitably prompt further 
ethical debate.  The final twist here could eventually be that the ‘gold standard’ for protecting 
the right to life of British soldiers on the battlefield requires the constant overhead presence of 
a Reaper, or its future derivative, during particularly dangerous engagements with the enemy. 
The irony of such an eventuality for those who judge the Reaper or other armed RPAS to be 
somehow inherently evil is that this means of delivering air power has – when used within 
proper legal constraints and governance structures –  the capacity to protect human rights by 
being more discriminating in its targeting, and proportional in its use of force – in other words, 
more ethical – than any previous aircraft in the RAF’s inventory.

Conclusion
The advent of remotely piloted aircraft capable of delivering kinetic air power has contributed 
significant new dimensions to the political, operational and moral dimensions of war, 
highlighting the asymmetry between enemy capabilities in Afghanistan and elsewhere.  If the 
addition of Reaper to the UK’s military capability was viewed simply as an extension of the 
RAF’s inventory its use would be considered neither problematic nor controversial, and moral 
assessments could be based on normative just war assumptions.  However, no weapon system 
has prompted more debate, opposition and speculation – usually uninformed speculation – 
since the nuclear controversies of the 1980s.  In addition, the issue of the rights of individuals, 
legally and morally, has advanced apace over the past two decades, in Europe at least.  It has 
hopefully become clear in the course of this article that much more nuanced and probing 
analysis of the moral dimension of remotely piloted aircraft operations is needed, with the 
significance of individual rights-based moral arguments being paid particular attention.
The UK Defence Secretary Philip Hammond voiced serious concerns about the impact of 
the legal application of the European Convention on Human Rights to military operations. 
A parallel shift in emphasis in the moral arguments surrounding war from state-centric to 
individually focused would have significant consequences for the moral component of 
fighting power as currently understood in the UK and by most of its Western allies – especially 
with the advent and use of remote technologies.  The notion of morally justified collective 
action of the type currently undertaken by NATO partners in Afghanistan may be significantly 
or fatally undermined: a danger acknowledged by the Supreme Court.  Military practitioners 
and scholars of military practice ignore societal developments at their peril.  How many in 
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the military and academic communities, as little as 15 years ago, would have predicted that 
the European Convention on Human Rights would be successfully applied to British soldiers 
on a battlefield in Iraq? The survival of the just war tradition for almost two millennia (longer, 
depending on where you start it) has depended on its ability to adapt and remain relevant 
when making moral assessments about war in changing political, military, technological 
and cultural landscapes.  Its relevance to war should no more be seen as definitive, fixed and 
timeless than the contributions of the longbow, gunpowder, the Spitfire or nuclear weapons. 
Similarly, the relevance of individual rights to just war theory would appear to be growing in 
significance and should be maintained as an object of ongoing ethical enquiry.
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By Wing Commander Guy Edwards

Highly automated robotic systems (often referred to as ‘autonomous’ systems) will be a significant 
feature of the future battlespace, potentially leading to a revolution in military affairs.  There are 
many who oppose their development and use on moral, ethical or legal grounds, but this Paper 
contends that none of the arguments against such systems are truly compelling, and, contrary 
to the views of most campaign groups, robotic systems are likely to bring many advantages at 
acceptable levels of risk.  However, a clear vision is needed about how to engage with the subject.  
Failure to engage could result in severe military disadvantage, missed opportunities, weakened 
national robotics industries, and a marginalizing of nations’ views on the ethical use and potential 
regulation of these systems. 

Military Autonomous
& Robotic Systems
Considerations for the way forward from a UK military perspective 1
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Introduction
“The trend is clear: warfare will continue and autonomous robots will ultimately be deployed
in its conduct.”2

       

What is autonomy?

The word ‘autonomous’ is widely misused and this misuse, far from simply raising semantic 
issues,3 creates widespread misunderstanding and leads to public misconceptions and 

fears about developing capabilities.4  The word ‘autonomous’ is derived from the Greek 
and means ‘self-governing’.5  From a philosophical perspective, Immanuel Kant described 
autonomy as the ability to impose moral law on oneself.6  In either construct, an autonomous 
entity is one that sets its own rules, and this is the commonly understood meaning of the 
word.  Therefore, any system, which is programmed by a human being, assigned a mission
by an operator, or deployed on the order of a politician, can never correctly be described
as ‘autonomous’.  In reality, most so-called autonomous systems are highly automated7 
(or ‘intelligent’).  An earlier attempt by the UK Military’s Development, Concepts & Doctrine 
Centre (DCDC) to define autonomous systems fails to make this distinction8  and both in
US Department of Defense publications9  and in some NATO documents10, a variety
of definitions of autonomy exist, all of which ignore the literal meaning of the word. 
Various attempts have also been made to define different levels of autonomy11 , but almost 
all have subverted the meaning of the word itself.  There are some notable exceptions, for 
example, the studies into levels of autonomy in robotic systems by Sheridan and Verplanck 
(1978) and Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens (2000), propose ten levels of automation in 
which the highest level (corresponding to full autonomy) offers the following definition: 
‘the computer decides everything and acts autonomously, ignoring the human.’12  Using this
definition, it is impossible to imagine any armed forces wanting to create and use a truly 
autonomous system. 
   
Autonomous Military Systems
From the forgoing paragraph, it can be deduced that no militaries would wish to develop
truly autonomous systems simply because commanders would not want to field systems
over which they have no control.  Consequently, appropriate levels of control over robotic 
systems and the ability to direct them, will remain a central principle in the development
and acquisition of such systems.  Although the US Department of Defense arguably misuses 
the term ‘autonomy’, US policy is very clear that ‘autonomous and semi-autonomous systems 
shall be designed to allow commanders and operators to exercise appropriate levels of human 
judgment over the use of force’.13  Similarly, the UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) “…currently has 
no intention of developing systems that operate without human intervention.”14  In short, even for 
highly-automated and intelligent systems, human oversight remains essential and will continue.  
This is a crucial deduction in terms of accountability, because if human commanders and 
operators continue to oversee the deployment and use of robotic systems, then they must 
surely bear some responsibility for the actions of that system.  In light of such assurances of 

Professor Ronald C Arkin
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continuing human oversight, the idea of ‘killer robots’15  running amok, seems entirely fanciful, 
but it undoubtedly helps to sell newspapers.16  

Semi-Autonomous and Robotic Systems
Referring to highly automated or intelligent systems as semi-autonomous may provide a 
practical compromise in terminology and serve to reassure those for whom the prospect of 
robotic military systems is disturbing.  Such systems could be described as exhibiting some 
independent decision-making capability (based on their environment, external stimuli and 
historical data, and derived from logic processing in accordance with set rules and algorithms).  
However, such semi-autonomous systems could also allow human intervention, and this could 
occur at any one of four stages in the system’s action cycle (broadly similar to the classic OODA 
loop17), the most obvious case perhaps being the requirement for human authority prior to the
use of lethal weapons once the semi-autonomous system had identified a target.  While this 
approach is attractive, it may also be untenable in environments where very fast decision-
making is required.  It seems more likely that human oversight would be exercised in setting 
system parameters.  Both at the design stage and subsequently, it is important for human 
operators to understand how a semi-autonomous system is using the information it gathers 
and thus judge whether intervention or ‘manual over-ride’ is necessary.  Even with high levels 
of automation, appropriate levels of operator training and workload would be needed for proper
oversight.  Such oversight would include ensuring that the system is basing its actions on the
correct data and that data is being used appropriately.  Consequently, the design of cognitive 
processes for semi-autonomous systems should be comprehensible and preferably, recognizable
to human overseers.  Roboticist and roboethicist Professor Ronald Arkin of the Georgia Institute 
of Technology believes that in time, it would even be possible to provide robotic systems with 
a form of ethical conscience which he describes as an ‘ethical governor’.  Cognitive frameworks 
such as those described by Arkin18  and Thoms19  may provide the basis of designs for highly 
intelligent robotic systems.  An earlier DCDC assessment opines that “…unmanned aircraft 
will eventually have the ability to independently locate and attack mobile targets, with appropriate 
proportionality and discrimination, but probably not much before 2030.” 20 

Autonomy, Predictability, and Artificial Intelligence
One of the challenges in understanding robotic systems lies in identifying what is, and what is
not, an autonomous system.  If the literal meaning of autonomy is used, then the task is easy.
However, because the term is often used to describe ‘highly-automated’ actions, there is
considerable scope for misunderstanding.  This is further complicated by the use of multi-agent
systems21 which interact with each other in order to solve complex problems, but in which the
individual elements are likely to have independent functions, priorities or requirements. 
Although numerous competing definitions exist, in this context multi-agent systems are those
systems that include multiple autonomous entities with either diverging information or 
diverging interests, or both.22  Bringing these independent entities together in some form of
reasoning process is broadly akin to forming a committee to solve a problem.  Consequently, the
output from a multi agent system may not be predictable and will depend upon design 
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parameters and constraints as well as the logic algorithms used and external stimuli.  Such a
system could sense its environment and act accordingly in pursuit of a pre-determined mission.
In novel situations, the system is also likely to learn from the outcomes of its own actions – a form
of artificial intelligence, albeit limited in what it is permitted to learn.  Taken in isolation, the
individual ‘agents’ within a system may be so limited in their function that they could not be 
considered ‘autonomous’.  However, combining agents (i.e. a multi agent system) may produce 
an intelligent system that could be considered semi-autonomous.  There is no easily definable 
point at which this occurs and thus, currently, no straightforward legal delineation between 
autonomous, semi-autonomous and non-autonomous systems.

Why Robotic Systems would be useful
There are a number of reasons why robotic systems would have military utility.

Reduction of Risk to Personnel

In common with remotely operated systems, semi-autonomous platforms have the 
foremost advantage of not exposing human operators to dull, dirty or dangerous23 
tasks, or to put it another way, they ‘allow their users to project power without projecting 
vulnerability’.24  However, the expense and effort in designing, building and operating
semi-autonomous robotic systems should not be underestimated and there clearly
has to be a tangible cost-benefit advantage in doing so over and above that of not 
exposing personnel to risk.  Recently however, the UK Supreme Court ruled that the
MOD has a duty to ensure that troops are properly prepared and equipped when sent
to war.25  Effectively the ruling upholds soldiers’ right to life as described in the European 
Convention on Human Rights (even in war zones) and arguably places a legal responsibility
on the MOD to mitigate risks to soldiers’ lives by all feasible means.  It could therefore be 
argued that, where possible, remotely operated or robotic systems should be used in 
preference to soldiers where a threat to life exists.

Reduced Vulnerability to Electronic Attack or Link Failure 

As the reported hijacking of a US RQ-170 Sentinel remotely piloted aircraft in December 
201126  illustrates, unmanned systems, which rely upon command links or external 
positioning systems (such as GPS), are inherently vulnerable to communications jamming 
and spoofing.  Even in situations where an adversary is unable to attack command links, 
the vulnerability of satellite communications gives cause for concern as space weather 
or debris could cause the loss of critical satellites.27  Semi-autonomous systems require 
little or no communications links and can be designed to navigate using only internal 
references.  This mitigates the risk of a successful electronic attack or command link failure 
due to natural phenomena and thus improves the prospect of mission success.

Speed of Response

Remotely operated platforms incur reaction-time penalties which increase with the 
distance between operator and platform and whereas these penalties are currently within 
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acceptable boundaries, as more sophisticated, high speed, and semi-autonomous weapons 
system are encountered in the battlespace, the time delay due to remote operating is likely 
to generate unacceptable lag.  For example, when defeating enemy missiles operating 
at supersonic speeds, an unmanned platform will need to react in milliseconds if it is to 
survive, rather than the 1-5 seconds delay commonly encountered in remotely operated 
air systems today.28  Put simply, having a human control such ‘survival’ responses from a 
distance would be too slow.  Furthermore, even if a command link is over a relatively short 
distance, the time taken for a human operator to assimilate and act upon inputs may
cost precious seconds.  Speed also confers improved system survivability due to the 
difficulty of engaging fast-moving targets:  indeed, it is one of air power’s core attributes.29  
As westernair forces strive to compensate for the reduction in mass resulting from 
budgetary constraints, agility and speed become vital in terms of creating momentum or 
‘velocity’ with which to overwhelm adversaries.30  In a physical sense, remotely piloted or 
semi-autonomous high speed air systems clearly offer some operational advantages over 
manned aircraft where high speed, high G manoeuvres challenge physiological boundaries 
for manned systems.  Freed of the need to provide on-board life-support, unmanned 
platforms may also be smaller and therefore more agile than their manned counterparts. 

Ability to Operate Outside of Communications Coverage

Unmanned systems provide a safer alternative than using manned platforms to carry 
out dull, dirty or dangerous work.  In common with remotely operated systems, semi-
autonomous platforms also offer the advantages of persistence, constant vigilance and 
endurance.  But for missions or environments where communications links are difficult 
to maintain (such as underwater mine clearance, or subterranean search and clearance 
operations), then robotic systems, especially those incorporating multi-agent systems 
or some form of artificial intelligence, have the advantage of not requiring constant 
communications links with their operator.  Remotely operated robots such as the PackBot31  

and Warrior32  were used to carry out sampling and basic repair functions at the damaged 
Fukushima nuclear plant in Japan in areas where radiation levels would have been 
lethal to humans.  However one of the main drawbacks of using them was that wireless 
control was often impossible due to radio signals being blocked by building structures or 
degraded by ionizing radiation, and tethering the systems (with fibre-optic control cables) 
was fraught with difficulties as cables easily snagged on objects and rubble.33  Whereas the 
current capabilities of semi-autonomous systems fall well below that required to carry out 
complex tasks of the type encountered at Fukushima, this is clearly an area where such 
robotic systems would be of real benefit in the future.

Compliance

One view is that actions should be judged against compliance with regulations or
laws rather than against outcomes.34  As most current generation robots operate on rule-
based logic systems they naturally favour such a deontological approach whereby the 
morality is founded upon the adherence to a rule or set of rules.  However, this approach 
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contrasts to a consequentialist one in which outcomes rather than rules are all important.  
Both theories are imperfect: in human terms, it is possible to think of numerous examples 
where people have meant well and felt justified in ignoring regulations, but the unintended
consequences of their actions were extremely negative.  The opposite is also true where 
blind adherence to regulations has given rise to negative consequences, which in many 
cases, could not have been foreseen by the author of the regulations.  In his science-fiction
works, Isaac Asimov famously coined a number of Laws of Robotics, which in many ways 
epitomise the deontological approach.  However, it is possible to conceive situations 
in which such ‘laws’ generate contradictions and could lead to unsafe actions.  In short, 
whichever approach is taken and whether actors are human or robot, there will always be 
circumstances and decisions, which result in unintended consequences.  

What is certain is that human adherence to laws and regulations has frequently
failed under conditions of combat stress, extreme provocation or poor leadership. 
Arguably, pre-deployment training among western forces has greatly improved over 
recent years and an emphasis on rules of engagement and the Law of Armed Conflict 
has reduced the number of violations occurring as a result of ignorance.  However, basic 
human nature is unchanged and there is still a high risk of even the best trained troops 
failing to meet the required behavioural standards.35   

A 2006 report by the US Surgeon General’s Office highlights the compliance challenges 
facing human beings on the battlefield and the underlying attitudes which give rise to 
such challenges.36  Despite over 80% of the marines and soldiers questioned agreeing 
that they had received training on how to behave towards non-combatants, many had 
clearly not assimilated the training.  The figures below illustrate the problem:

17% of soldiers and marines believe that all non-combatants should be treated
as insurgents.

44% of marines and 41% of soldiers believed that torture should be allowed if it saved 
the life of a soldier or marine.

Only 38% of marines and 47% of soldiers believed that all non-combatants should be 
treated with dignity and respect.

Only 40% of marines and 55% of soldiers would report a unit member for injuring or 
killing an innocent non-combatant.

Robots do not suffer from emotional disturbance such as battlefield stress, prejudice or 
human motives such as revenge, nor are they susceptible to ‘scenario fulfilment’.37  Whilst they
may not be perfect, they are highly unlikely to break rules and could also be capable of 
monitoring and reporting battlefield activity in such a way that would discourage illegal 
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acts by human combatants.38  It would also be easier to conduct post-event analysis 
on a robotic system equipped with ‘black-box’ recorders.  In short, the use of properly 
programmed robots could significantly reduce the number of breaches of the Laws
of Armed Conflict and afford non-combatants greater protection than is currently
the case.39 

Advantages of Robots

Robots do not need sleep or extensive training and they can be designed to operate in
extreme conditions: they do not get bored, become inattentive, or experiment with things
out of boredom.40  Their persistence and enduring level of focus on their assigned task 
easily outperforms human operators and, in a military context, would allow a high
operational tempo41  to be maintained.  While robots still require downtime for repair
and maintenance, their use may be many times more efficient than using manpower. 
For example, a simple 24-hour observation and reporting task that might otherwise 
require three people working in eight-hour shifts will require only one robot.  Robots can 
certainly excel at dull and simple tasks, saving manpower and improving efficiency.  But as 
robot capabilities improve, more complex tasks are also likely to be ceded to robots.

Opportunities
From the foregoing, it can be seen that robotic systems could offer significant advantages 
in certain military situations.  It is worth noting however, that in many situations, robots are 
unlikely to supplant humans.42  For example, robots are unlikely to be the best option for 
roles such as confidence-building, HUMINT,43  mentoring, and high-level decision-making 
(especially in novel situations where existing models or metrics are inadequate, or where 
qualitative judgements are necessary).  In much the same way as land, maritime and air forces 
work together in a highly synergistic way to create joint effects,44  mixed teams of humans and 
robots may be the most effective way of harnessing the strengths of both whilst mitigating 
their respective weaknesses.  Robotic systems, if used in a balanced and considered way, could 
considerably enhance operational effectiveness while improving protection for friendly forces 
and non-combatants.  However, even if the West decided not to invest in the technology, 
others have understood the potential of such systems and are enthusiastically embracing it -
as they have with remotely-operated systems.45  

Objections to Robotic Systems
Some of the objections to robotic systems mirror those levelled against remotely operated 
systems (particularly unmanned air systems) but are nevertheless worthy of repetition here 
along with those that are specific to robotic systems.  Many of those who wish to see the 
development of such systems banned, are perhaps guilty of measuring robotic abilities by 
what is available here and now, rather than looking to the future.  As Arkin puts it: By merely 
stating these systems cannot be created to perform properly and ethically does not make it true. 
If that were so, we would not have supersonic aircraft, space stations, submarines, self-driving cars 
and the like.46  
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Legal Challenges

Whilst lethal robotic systems in particular raise significant ethical and legal issues, many of 
the arguments apply equally to more conventional systems, many of which, to a degree, 
outraged public conscience when they were first encountered.47  The Martens Clause48  is 
often cited as justification to ban emerging weapons systems stating that [even when no 
other constraining legislation exists] ‘…the human person remains under the protection of
the principles of humanity and the dictates of the public conscience.49 Campaigners often
suggest that robotic systems violate these principles, however, in practice there are 
numerous interpretations of the Clause and it is impossible to reach international consensus
about ‘the dictates of public conscience’.  Consequently, there have been no successful 
weapons bans under the provisions of the Clause.  There is though, a clear danger that 
technological advances are outpacing regulation and legislation, and as a consequence, 
there are growing calls for the development of ‘lethal autonomous robots’ (LARS) to be 
halted until proper frameworks are in place.50  Arguably, this is unrealistic considering the 
relative impotence of the UN and other supranational bodies to enforce a development 
moratorium, and the vested interests of powerful nations in developing such technologies 
given their potential military value.51  However, states party to Additional Protocol 1 the 
Geneva Conventions (1949) are under obligation, through Article 36, to ensure that new 
weapons systems do not breach the provisions of the Protocol.  ‘In the study, development, 
acquisition or adoption of a new weapon, means or method of warfare’, states must take steps 
‘…to limit superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering’.52  53  Consequently, the UK and most 
other western democracies already review the development of all new weapons to ensure 
that they do not breach the Conventions.54   As is so often the case with weapons though, 
it is how they are used, not their de facto existence which gives rise to concern.

One of the biggest potential barriers to the lawful use of lethal robotic systems is their 
current inability to comply with the core principles of jus in bello that underpin the
Laws of Armed Conflict.  The principles are: proportionality, distinction, military necessity, 
and humanity.  

Proportionality 

The principle of proportionality imposes a duty not to proceed with an attack which 
may ‘…cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, 
or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct 
military advantage anticipated.’55 Compliance with the Protocol clearly requires a 
number of value judgements to be made (e.g. is the expected loss of life excessive?  
What is the military value of the target?  Are there alternative targets, which might 
produce the same military outcome? etc).  These value-based problems are extremely 
difficult to solve using algorithms alone.56  However, by seeking to codify such
values for use in robotic weapon systems, programmers and lawyers together may 
evolve a set of objective criteria, which more accurately follows the provisions of 
international law than is currently the case and which may even be more restrictive.  
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However, the current Protocol may prove inadequate for regulating lethal robotic 
systems and a less subjective legal framework may be required.57  1977 (when the 
current Protocol was signed) was, coincidentally, the same year that the first home 
computers were introduced, and despite exponential developments in computing 
which have changed the conduct of war, the Protocol has not been revised. 

Distinction

The Protocol58  also provides for the protection of civilians and civilian objects and, as with
proportionality, the challenges of designing robotic systems capable of discriminating 
between combatants and non-combatants is immense, but arguably, not impossible.59

Some commentators make the mistake of assuming that because the current 
generation of robots cannot discriminate between combatants and non-combatants, 
that they will never be able to do so.60  Surely though, it is morally wrong to dismiss the
potential behavioural improvements that robotic systems could deliver?  In combat,
human soldiers have to make split-second decisions about whether someone is a 
combatant or not, something which is made doubly difficult when dealing with 
insurgents and irregular forces who do not wear uniforms.  Ultimately, soldiers have the
right to protect themselves and may elect to shoot first when in doubt.  For example, 
a guard might reasonably shoot an approaching person who fails to stop when 
challenged, provided the guard has reason to believe the person is a suicide bomber 
concealing explosives and presenting an imminent and direct threat to life.61  In the 
heat of battle, a soldier’s self-preservation instinct may pre-dispose him to ‘shoot-first, 
ask questions later’ if delaying an engagement by a fraction of a second could mean 
the difference between his life or death.  In the ‘fog and friction of war’, some incorrect 
decisions by human soldiers are thus inevitable.62  Robotic systems however, do not 
face the same dilemma and can take more considered decisions even if, on occasions, 
this results in their destruction.  Most people would agree that the occasional sacrifice of 
a robotic system is preferable to the death of an innocent civilian.  Furthermore, robots
have the potential to work in teams with human soldiers, and can be used to 
determine the intent of unknown actors before situations reach the critical point at 
which a defensive response is triggered.  Finally, even if a robotic weapon system 
were unable to distinguish between combatants and non-combatants, there would 
still be circumstances under which it could be lawfully used.  ‘Not all battlespaces 
contain civilians or civilian objects.  When they do not, a system devoid of an ability to 
distinguish protected persons and objects from lawful military targets can be used without 
endangering the former.  Typical examples would include the employment of such systems 
for an attack on a tank formation in a remote area of the desert or on warships in areas of 
the high seas far from maritime navigation routes’.63

Military Necessity & Humanity

The principle of ‘military necessity’ provides for the legal use of force to achieve the 
legitimate purpose of a conflict with the minimum expenditure of life and resources.64  
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This is also linked to the principle of ‘humanity’, which directs the avoidance of 
superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering and the protection of those rendered hors 
de combat such as the wounded or sick.65  With human soldiers and, arguably even 
more so for robotic systems, it is often difficult to determine if an adversary is hors 
de combat.  There is no hard and fast test and, as history shows us, some soldiers, 
though badly injured, carry on fighting66  whereas others with lesser wounds cease 
fighting.  This presents a difficult decision as to whether an injured combatant 
should be engaged or spared.  The answer may lie in technology that both identifies 
weapons and allows robotic systems to take a ‘clean-shot’ at the weapon rather than 
at the person holding it.  In future, robotic systems equipped with suitable sensors 
and having access to weapon databases could feasibly resolve this problem more 
effectively than their human counterparts.  The idea is not new and provides a 
possible solution to the challenges of the Protocol.67  68     

Lack of Accountability

In international humanitarian law, a longstanding interpretation of the jus in bello
principle includes the idea that someone can always be held responsible for deaths that 
occur during war.  Some lawyers and others (such as philosopher Dr Robert Sparrow) 
contend that if autonomous systems commit war crimes, no single person or moral 
agent can be held responsible and therefore, the deployment of such systems would 
be unethical.69  In considering where responsibility might lie, a number of options are 
apparent.  Responsibility could lie with the robot itself (if it were considered a moral
agent) but currently, no robots are even close to attaining the sort of Kantian moral 
agency that would warrant their being considered as wholly responsible for their actions 
- although some ethicists have argued that, in time, robots will become moral agents.70   
The very term used by Christof Heyns’ report (lethal autonomous robots) is problematic. 
There is no doubt that machines can deliver lethal force, but in this context autonomy is a 
relative term.  People programme machines and choose how much autonomy to give
them.71  Therefore, the programmer or designer of the robot could plausibly be held
to account for the robot’s actions if illegal actions were the result of malfunctioning
software or poorly tested algorithms.  That said, it seems unlikely that states acquiring
and using such systems could be absolved of all responsibility for validating claims 
about the system’s performance.  However, given that most programmers work in teams 
(and that they do so under the auspices of a commercial enterprise), it may be more 
appropriate to consider such responsibility as a vicarious liability (a principle already 
extant in law72 ).  Governments (rather than individuals) have also been held responsible
for ‘rogue’ weapons systems.73  However, in common with many other weapon systems,
it is often the way in which the weapon is used that determines whether or not it 
complies with the laws of armed conflict.  The decision to deploy a robotic system for a 
particular mission rests with the military commander and ultimately, therefore, he must 
share at least some of the accountability for the actions of the robot.  It is a weapon 
system like any other and the commander deploying it must be aware of its limitations, 
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capabilities, and vulnerabilities and use it accordingly.  It has been argued that the 
commander may not have sufficient technical knowledge to make an informed decision 
about the reliability of the robot, or may not understand the processes by which the robot 
makes critical decisions, and thus should not be held responsible.  However, examples 
abound of where commanders do not possess specialist knowledge but instead rely 
on advisors (for example, on operations, senior UK military commanders are provided 
with specialist legal advisors74 ) and therefore, if provided with the appropriate specialist 
advice, there is no reason why the commander should not be held responsible.75 
Prof. Ronald Arkin has hinted at such an arrangement.76 

The Moral Argument

There is a fundamental moral argument that, no matter how compliant a robotic system
is with the various human rights legislation and laws of armed conflict, the sanctity of
life is such that robots should never be allowed to take human life.  By definition, they
lack humanity, understanding and compassion, and it is argued that their use in conflict 
would further dehumanize the grisly business of warfare.  As Peter Asaro puts it: ‘As a 
matter of the preservation of human morality, dignity, justice, and law we cannot accept 
an automated system making the decision to take a human life…When it comes to killing, 
each instance is deserving of human attention and consideration in light of the moral weight 
inherent in the active taking of a human life.’ 77  This moral repugnance for lethal robots may 
be a product of our own self-image as the unassailable prime species and, whilst it is 
understandable, it is a philosophical point over which there is considerable debate.
On the one hand, if robotic systems were so advanced as to possess moral agency,
then there is no reason why their decisions should be any less valid (or less moral) 
than those of a human soldier.  Conversely, if they do not possess moral agency, and 
their actions are devoid of mens rea,78  it is their human facilitators who must remain 
fully accountable for the way in which they are used (in just the same way as any other 
weapon system).

Loss of Warrior Ethos

With the advent of remotely operated systems (and, by extension, robotic systems) has 
come a renewed concern over the loss of warrior ethos and the implications this has for 
humanity in conflict.  Combat in which one party is not risking their life is seen in many 
cultures as cowardly or lacking in gallantry and, throughout history, there are examples 
of new weapon systems being introduced, which were deemed unfair, or underhand but 
which subsequently gained acceptance in warfare (e.g. longbows, artillery, submarines, 
and aeroplanes).  However, modern war is not like a medieval pageant where chivalrous 
behaviour defines the contest.79  It is a bloody, and visceral experience and has been 
characterized thus, “…remember that no bastard ever won a war by dying for his country. 
He won it by making the other poor, dumb bastard die for his country” 80  Indeed, the principle 
of avoiding direct engagement with an adversary’s strength is ages old: ‘…in war, the way is 
to avoid what is strong and strike at what is weak’. 81 
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The warrior ethos is redefined with each generation and while notions of honour, loyalty, 
integrity, self-sacrifice and courage are still valued and present in modern war fighters, 
the opportunities to demonstrate them on the battlefield are no longer available to every 
combatant.  Arguably all protagonists who fire long-range or stand-off weapons could 
be accused of using distance to reduce their exposure to the enemy:  this can include 
artillerymen, submariners and aircrew.  Even those who emplace remotely operated 
improvised explosive devices understand and use the relative safety of distancing 
themselves from the enemy and eschewing close-quarter combat.  

Playstation Mentality

‘Playstation’ mentality has been conjectured as an effect whereby ‘…the geographical 
and psychological distance between the drone operator and the target lowers the threshold 
in regard to launching an attack and makes it more likely that weapons will be launched.  
Operators, rather than seeing human beings, perceive mere blips on a screen.82  There is
something profoundly distasteful about the thought that taking human life could be 
compared to computer gaming and, if it were true, it would indeed be cause for concern.83

However, the decision to launch a weapon is not a personal choice but a calculated 
decision based on strict Rules of Engagement, which are formulated in such a way as to 
take full account of the Laws of Armed Conflict.  Unfortunately, in common with nearly 
every other combat situation, examples can be found when rules have been broken (for 
example, the attack by a Kiowa helicopter, cued by USAF Predator operators, in February 
2010 that killed 23 Afghan civilians).84  The Predator operators were subsequently 
disciplined for their “inaccurate and unprofessional” reporting in what may have been 
another case of scenario fulfilment.85  Clearly, the way in which remotely piloted systems 
are operated does bear some resemblance to the interfaces used for playing console 
games.  Indeed, Predator operators themselves sometimes draw such comparisons, but 
this does not mean that they approach their business with a gaming mentality.86  Such an
interpretation of their comments is wilfully mischievous.  In an interview with Spiegel 
International, P W Singer87  also dismisses the idea as nonsense:  ‘In the beginning we feared
that drones may make the operators not really care about what they’re doing.  But the opposite 
has turned out to be true.  They may almost care too much… Traditional bomber pilots 
don’t see their targets.  A remote operator sees the target up close; he sees what happens to it 
during the explosion and the aftermath.  You’re further away physically but you see more.’ 88  
Furthermore, ‘drone’ operators frequently observe their target area for protracted periods 
to the extent of recognizing individuals, seeing their families, and understanding the local 
pattern of life.  Talking about a ‘Playstation’ mentality may be good for sound-bites, but it is 
little more than propaganda.  

Lowering the Conflict Threshold

The justifications for using lethal force are summarized by Jus ad bellum criteria,89 which 
limit the lawful use of force to situations of last resort.  Regardless of the advent of 
remotely operated and robotic systems, the use of force remains an option of last resort, 
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the judgement of which rests (in a democracy such as the UK) with elected leaders and 
not the military.  However, more pragmatic considerations have also restrained potential 
belligerents: national leaders know that armed conflict generally has a heavy cost in
terms of life and treasure and may find the consequent political fall-out of conflict 
unpalatable.  Remotely operated or robotic systems mitigate the direct risk90 and might 
thus remove one of the perceived costs of resorting to armed conflict.  This raises a 
serious question:  ‘Is the very possession of the technology leading to decisions to kill in 
situations where, without it, a non-lethal approach would be taken?’ 91  If we acknowledge 
that such systems may affect the political decision-making calculus for entering 
conflict, notwithstanding the provisions of the UN Charter, then it is ‘important that the 
correct policy measures are put in place to avoid this eventuality’. 92  However, this may be 
an over-simplistic view, as Alexander Leveringhaus points out: ‘…technology in and of 
itself may enhance military capacities of states.  But it is not the only element which decides 
whether states go to war’. 93  Ultimately, the decision to resort to force may also depend 
on the likelihood of retaliation, but where there is an absence of any realistic adversary 
counter-attack capability, it must be acknowledged that remotely operated and robotic 
systems do offer the possibility of lowering the conflict threshold.  The availability of such 
technology to non-state actors and the possibility of using it anonymously is also likely to 
lower the conflict threshold.  

Accuracy

With respect to remotely operated systems, campaigners often cite a lack of accuracy 
as a concern, linking it to unnecessary civilian casualties.  While many have tried to use 
the same argument to prevent the development and deployment of robotic or highly 
automated systems, the underlying premise is fundamentally flawed.  Remotely operated 
and robotic systems are not inherently inaccurate.  In common with manned systems,
their accuracy is derived from the quality of their onboard sensors, aiming systems, 
stability, and associated weapons.  For example, a Hellfire (AGM-114) missile is no less 
accurate when fired from a Reaper (remotely piloted aircraft) than it is when fired from 
an Apache AH-64 (manned) attack helicopter.  Arguably, automated or robotic systems 
may even be more stable during firing due to the removal of imprecise or sudden piloting 
movements, and might therefore result in better accuracy.  Weapons released from 
remotely-operated systems have undoubtedly caused civilian casualties, but this is often 
due to poor availability of weapons with small, limited-blast warheads, or a result of Rules
of Engagement (and considerations of military necessity) which result in collateral
damage94  being deemed acceptable under the circumstances.  This is a value judgement, 
which is no easier to make whether the system is manned or unmanned, robotic or 
human.  The improved persistence of remotely operated systems (and, in future, robotic 
systems) and the fact that operators are not in direct danger may afford more time 
and better support for careful target selection.  The result would be greater tactical 
patience95  than would be possible with a manned platform which may have just fleeting 
opportunities to attack due to lower endurance and greater risk to the operator if loitering.
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In short, given the right level of investment in sensors and aiming systems, proper design,
supporting personnel and the availability of suitable weapons, there is every reason to 
believe that robotic and highly-automated systems will offer greater accuracy than is 
currently the case.96  

Irrational Concerns versus Logical Argument
In short, none of the objections raised provide compelling reasons to abandon or forego the 
development and eventual use of robotic military systems.  Indeed, there seems to be much to 
commend the responsible development of such systems particularly where their performance 
exceeds human performance: their use may even improve the lot of non-combatants in 
conflict and reduce violations of international humanitarian law by combatants.  At very least, 
we should not allow emotive arguments to set the narrative.

Conclusions
Whether we like it or not, highly-automated robotic systems offer militaries many advantages 
and will inevitably play a major role in future conflicts: they will potentially spark a revolution 
in military affairs capable of changing forever the face of conflict and the dynamics of military 
power.  An historic revolution in military affairs is at hand97  and those who fail to keep pace are 
likely to pay a heavy price.

Failure to remain fully engaged with the development of robotic systems would amount to 
an abdication of responsibility, in commercial, military and ethical terms.  Such systems will, 
without doubt, be increasingly employed in both the civilian and military sectors and may well 
represent an area of future growth to rival the personal computing or mobile communications 
booms.  Developed nations cannot afford to be left behind.  From a military perspective, 
sitting on the fence while others develop such systems may appear an attractive or even 
financially prudent option, but such a decision needs to be taken consciously, acknowledging 
that our ability to influence the ethical and legal constraints on system design or even the 
logic processes of systems we may wish to buy ‘off-the-shelf’ at a later date, would be severely 
limited.  Even amongst allies, there are subtle variations in ethical and legal interpretations, 
which have the potential to drive robotic system development down completely different 
routes.  Furthermore, there should be no doubt, that at some point in the future, there will be 
a need to counter such systems when they are deployed by adversaries.  Arguably, it is even 
possible (but unlikely) that state-sponsored acts of terrorism could use robotic systems as a 
means of avoiding attribution.
 
European Governments in particular98  could face moral and legal challenges if they knowingly, 
and without good cause, imperil the lives of their servicemen and women on operations when 
effective robotic alternatives exist.  Arguably, sending human operators to carry out highly 
dangerous tasks (which could be performed by a robotic system) unnecessarily jeopardizes 
the operators’ lives and may contravene his or her ‘right to life’ as outlined in European Human 
Rights legislation.  The vanguard of such moral and legal challenges is likely to come sooner 
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rather than later, particularly in specialist areas such as contamination control and bomb 
disposal - in both military and civilian operations. 

As with remotely piloted systems, there is a real danger that any failure to engage in the 
debate allows others to set the narrative.  This has the clear potential to result in constraints
on future use of robotic systems based on fear and prejudice rather than fact.  There is also 
a need for consistency in the use of terminology.  Unless we really mean ‘autonomous’ (as 
per the English language definition), then we should avoid using the term.  If we really mean 
‘intelligent systems’ or ‘highly-automated systems’, then we should say so.

Existing international protocols were largely designed and written prior to the
computing revolution and now appear inadequate in the face of emerging technologies. 
Governments should consider whether they have an international role to play in leading the 
development of new protocols or, at very least, being actively involved in the debate. 

Robotic systems by design are neither inherently disproportionate nor inherently
indiscriminate and there is no legal case for banning them.  In common with almost every 
other weapon system, it is how they are used that dictates whether or not their use is legal.  
Therefore, acknowledging that such systems do possess some novel capabilities, it seems
imperative that appropriate additional regulation on how they are used should be considered 
as a matter of urgency, with like-minded states initiating consultations with a view to 
developing a critical mass of reasoned opinion.  Given the evolutionary nature of robotic 
systems, it may be difficult to define the point at which new regulation becomes obviously 
necessary.  Therefore such regulations need to be in place before they are demonstrably required.

Remotely-operated or robotic systems may lower the threshold at which political leaders 
consider using force.  Notwithstanding the underlying jus ad bellum imperative that force 
should only be as a last resort, it may be wise to consider what additional checks and balances 
could be created to safeguard against such temptations.

At a practical level, semi-autonomous systems already exist and are in service.  The boundary 
between ‘fully autonomous’ systems and those that are highly automated or intelligent 
multi-agent systems is becoming increasingly difficult to determine with certainty and 
there is no clear delineation either in practice or in law.  However, within the next decade, 
commanders will increasingly face situations where they have to decide on the deployment 
of such systems: at present, they must do so without the benefit of specialist advice.  A study 
should be commissioned now, to determine how this specialist advice would be provided to 
commanders in the future.
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By Air Commodore Al Byford

This article looks at the shifting of the West’s military posture away from the enduring campaigns
of the last decade and towards contingency, using the recent French-led intervention in Mali 
as a case study.  Against a backdrop of popular and political reluctance to risk large numbers 
of ground troops in potentially volatile and protracted conflicts, Op SERVAL saw the French 
take a different approach, substituting mass with agility and tempo and with air power taking 
a leading role.  The implications for the future use of air power are analysed below with 
important lessons for UK Defence made evident.    

Operation SERVAL:  
The Air Power Lessons of
France’s Intervention in Mali
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Introduction

The UK’s military posture is shifting from conducting enduring campaigns to preparing 
for contingent operations that, by definition, will be difficult to anticipate or predict. 

Despite financial austerity, our national policy is to continue to intervene actively and on 
a global basis when we consider our national interests are at stake - but invariably within 
the framework of a coalition or alliance.1  In the past, the onus had been on the US to head 
the military response to developing crises, but President Obama’s strategic pivot towards 
Asia-Pacific means that states such as France and the UK must expect to play a greater 
leadership role in operations on the fringes of Europe or in Africa.2  This may involve acting 
as the framework nation for multilateral operations (either under the auspices of NATO or 
within more disparate alliances and coalitions), or taking the lead in the initial stages of a 
contingency while the international community is considering and organising its response 
- a process that may otherwise be too slow and protracted to resolve a crisis before it 
spirals out of control.3   

However, while the UK’s policy aspiration remains interventionist, the sense of strategic fatigue 
induced by the campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq has arguably sapped the West’s political will 
to commit ‘boots on the ground’ and, more fundamentally, skewed political perceptions of the 
value of military force as a useful lever of national power.4  Within this context, ‘light-footprint’ 
military operations - built around air, sea and Special Forces capabilities supporting regional 
or indigenous forces providing the combat mass on the ground – look like an increasingly 
attractive option.  This scale of effort may now represent the threshold of ‘what the market will 
bear’ in terms of political commitment to interventions that may be considered by the public 
as discretionary rather than essential.  

What role can air power play in this sort of environment?  An early indication was provided
by the campaign in Libya in 2011.  Here, the UK and France used their air forces to provide 
much of the high-end combat capability (albeit depending primarily on US enablers) in
what eventually became a NATO operation, but where the main effort on the ground was 
provided by indigenous anti-regime militia.  Operation SERVAL - France’s recent intervention
in support of the government of Mali – arguably represents an even better illustration of the
way that the agility, responsiveness and economy of effort provided by air power can be
employed to exert the desired level of influence at a politically acceptable level of commitment.
Consequently, this short paper draws on open source material to explore not only the air power
lessons of SERVAL at the operational level, but also the broader relationship between air power, 
military strategy and national policy objectives.  

The Crisis in Mali
In recent years, the Tuareg ‘National Movement for Liberation of Azawad’ (MNLA) has been 
conducting an insurgency in northern Mali.  The failure of the Mali government to deal 
effectively with the MNLA eventually led to a coup in March 2012.  With a weak interim 
government, three Islamist groups - ‘Anser Dine’, ‘Al-Qaeda in Islamic Maghreb’ and ‘Movement
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for One and Jihad in West Africa’ – emerged in the ensuing instability to contest power. 
They quickly overran northern Mali, despite resistance from government forces and the
largely secular Tuareg nationalists, who were also still fighting each other.5  On 20 December 
2012 the United Nations (UN) Security Council passed Resolution 2085, approving the 
formation of an African International Support Mission in Mali (AFISMA) to restore stability.  
The Economic Community of West Africa States (ECOWAS) and other African Union (AU) 
nations pledged to contribute troops to the mission.  However, in January 2013 the militants 
launched an offensive to take southern Mali before AFISMA could deploy.  This threatened 
thousands of entitled French citizens living in the capital, Bamako, and prompted the French 

This map illustrates the furthest extent of the rebels’ advance before French air attacks mounted from the Forward 
Operating Bases at Mopti Harbour and Sevare halted their offensive at Konna and Diabaly.  Note the strategic 
scale and tempo involved; the campaign effectively ended after just 20 days with the recapture of Tessalit, some 
1,200 km distant from the main Air Port of Disembarkation at Bamako. (Map source http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Northern_Mali_conflict.svg last accessed 27 November 2013; © Orionist / CC-BY-SA-3.0)
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Defence Minister, Mr Jean Yves Le Drian, to announce on 10 January that France would mount 
a military intervention in support of the government of Mali.  The immediate military aims of 
what became known as Operation SERVAL were twofold: first, to assist Mali forces in halting 
the militant offensive; and then to support AFISMA in recapturing northern Mali.  The broader 
long-term policy aim was to ‘secure the European neighbourhood’ by ‘giving Africa the tools to 
handle its own crises’ through the reinforcement of African peacekeeping capabilities.6 

France has longstanding national interests in Africa stemming from the colonial period, 
evident in over fifty military interventions since 1960.  Despite President Hollande’s electoral 
pledge to scale back involvement in ‘Francafrique’,7  France maintains a significant level 
of engagement with francophone Africa.  Consequently, much of the necessary enabling 
architecture for a military intervention, including some of the military force required, was 
already in place.  There was an operational headquarters at Dakar in Senegal, a joint force air 
combat command at N’Djamena in Chad and a tactical HQ at Bamako in Mali, all connected 
by a secure communications network.  Strategic Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance 
(ISR) was available on a daily basis from France’s Helios satellite system, later supplemented by 
US space capabilities accessed through the Air Operations Centre in Ramstein in Germany.8   
Theatre ISR assets already in place included two Mirage F1-CRs and one Transall C-160 with 
a reconnaissance pod based at N’Djamena, two Harfang Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) 
at Niamey in Niger and two Atlantique II aircraft at Dakar in Senegal.  In addition, France has 
developed and sustains a comprehensive network of long-serving Defence Attachés across 
West Africa.  These officers were to play a key role during the crisis, facilitating and enabling 
military deployments, negotiating with and advising partners and allies, and developing
and maintaining a high level of situational awareness as the operation unfolded at pace.9  
This combination of pre-existing assets meant that French forces benefited from a firm basis
of understanding and familiarity from the outset of Operation SERVAL. 

Campaign Chronology
The French Army’s ‘Cheetah Plan’ was immediately activated to deploy high readiness forces 
(paratroopers, helicopters and mechanised units) to theatre.10  Over 1,800 military personnel 
and their light armoured vehicles were deployed to Mali during the first week of the operation, 
from Chad, Burkina Faso and the Ivory Coast as well as metropolitan France.  However, a lack of 
strategic air lift meant that capabilities had to be either leased commercially11  or requested from 
allies to shift heavier cargo.  The UK – now firmly linked to France by the 2010 Lancaster House 
military treaty – responded by mounting Operation NEWCOMBE to support her ally, making two 
C-17 Globemaster III heavy lift aircraft available to reinforce the air lift effort.  Intra-theatre air
mobility was also in short supply, resulting in further requests for NATO assistance.  Eventually the
US, Canada, Denmark, Belgium, Italy, Spain and Germany contributed transport aircraft and 
other non-combat capabilities to support the operation.  The benign air environment allowed 
an uninterrupted military build-up to be carried out at Bamako, which was initially 400 km 
south of the militant advance.  Forward operating bases were established much closer to the 
front-line, principally at Mopti Harbour on the Niger and at Sevare airport. 
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The French exploited the speed and responsiveness of air power to buy time while they 
deployed ground forces.  The first priority was to stop the militants from reaching Bamako.  
Their offensive was split into two arms, totalling about 1,200 fighters in over 200 vehicles, and 
aimed to envelop the capital in a pincer movement.  Following the coup, France had discreetly 
pre-positioned SA 342M Gazelle light utility helicopters at Ouagadougou in neighbouring 
Burkina Faso.12  These aircraft were moved forward to Sevare when Operation SERVAL was 
implemented.  On 11 January, four helicopters attacked the southern militant column near 
Konna, destroying the lead vehicles and forcing the rest to withdraw.  There is a trade-off 
between simple equipment that is cheap enough to pre-position in an area of potential 
interest on a long-term basis, and scarcer, more sophisticated aircraft that must be retained 
centrally and deployed in response to the operational need.  The Gazelles based in theatre 
were simple and effective enough, but relatively vulnerable.  A single round of small-arms fire 
hit the pilot of one helicopter and severed an artery in his leg.  Although he and his co-pilot 
brought the helicopter back to Sevare, the pilot later died of his wounds.  A second Gazelle was 
also forced down by small-arms fire, but the crew was rescued and the damaged helicopter 
destroyed by another Gazelle to prevent it falling into the hands of the militants.

The helicopter attack successfully reduced the momentum of the militant advance, but 
highlighted the need for greater stand-off capability in theatre; the rebels were well armed, not 
least because weapons were freely available in the region in the aftermath of the Libya conflict.  
The militants fielded many ‘technicals’, pick-up trucks armed with heavy calibre weapons.  
These are a staple ingredient of African warfare and can generate considerable firepower.  
Consequently, more sophisticated EC 665 Tiger helicopter gunships were deployed as a 
priority, as their 30mm gun easily outranged the armament of most technicals.13 
  
The Gazelles also lacked the range to engage the northern arm of the militant offensive from 
Sevare.  Consequently, a night attack was launched by four Mirage 2000Ds, which halted the 
militant force near Diabaly.  These aircraft were based at N’Djamena, over 2,000 km away, and 
needed two air-to-air refuelling brackets to carry out the mission.  The reach of air power was 
further demonstrated on 13 January, when four Rafale fighters supported by two C-135 tankers 
flew 3,000 km from France across Algeria to attack logistics and vehicle parks in and around 
Gao with precision-guided weapons.  The strike package then flew a further 1,690 km onto 
N’Djamena.  Subsequently, air strikes were launched on a daily basis from N’Djamena, although 
tanker availability remained a limiting factor throughout the operation.

The overall military plan had emerged as ‘block, drive and clear’: stop the militant offensive, 
force them back and then secure territory and re-establish government control.  By 15 January,
sufficient French and Mali ground forces were available to start the second phase by attacking 
and defeating the enemy forces around Konna.  However, the militants had resumed their 
advance in the north, so the main effort switched back to supporting the Malian forces 
defending Diabaly.  Sixty strike, ten attack helicopter, forty ISR/tanker and thirty intra-theatre 
airlift sorties were flown during a week of concerted air-land operations.  This stopped the 
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northern offensive in its tracks, enabling the build-up of land forces to continue to the point 
where the operation to retake northern Mali could begin.  Preparations included forward-
basing air assets at Bamako, to provide more responsive air support, while the ISR effort 
focused on building a comprehensive picture of militant activity, particularly in urban centres.  
This was supported by the deployment of the RAF’s Airborne Stand-Off Radar System (ASTOR) 
to Dakar in late January.  The Sentinel aircraft of No. 5 (AC) Squadron flew sixty-six sorties for 
697 flying hours over the next 4 months.14  The primary task was to provide a wide-area search 
capability in real time by monitoring pattern of life (principally by tracking road traffic with its 
synthetic aperture radar and ground moving target indication technology).  However, ASTOR 
was also used to support more direct targeting by cross-cueing other assets onto individual 
points of interest for positive identification.15  Meanwhile, Special Forces were infiltrated into the 
remote, northern mountain regions to locate militant strongholds and mark them for precision 
air attack using laser pointers.16  

The Franco-Malian land offensive began on 26 January with the recapture of the strategically 
important town of Gao.  Aerial reconnaissance was used extensively to generate the 
intelligence necessary to target precision air strikes, followed by persistent surveillance 
provided by a combination of UAS and Atlantique II aircraft.  These shaping operations set 
the conditions for an air-dropped paratrooper assault on the local airport, accompanied 
by a simultaneous attack by mobile ground forces.  The airborne and land forces linked up 
successfully and then quickly retook the urban areas. The success of this attack set the pattern 
for subsequent air-land operations.  On 30 January, the AFISMA forces advancing from Niger 
joined up with French and Malian forces.  The coalition of French and African forces, then 
liberated Timbuktu, Kidal and finally Tessalit in rapid succession.  The conventional phase of the 
conflict was effectively over by 8 February.

The militants then switched to asymmetric tactics, including suicide bombing and hit-and-run 
raids against government buildings and supporters.  The French-led coalition responded by 
mounting Operation PANTHER.  Pattern-of-life surveillance was increased to locate hideouts, 
weapons and logistics caches and identify surviving militant leaders.  The US increased its 
support with persistent ISR provided by Global Hawk and Predator UAS and EP-3 and other 
manned platforms.  This allowed the Armeé de l’Air to concentrate on air strikes against militant 
targets.  By April, the crisis had been stabilized and security was judged to be good enough 
for the process of re-establishing government control and rebuilding the Mali Armed Forces 
to begin.  The French strategy is to withdraw progressively, handing over responsibility for 
security and stabilisation to a UN sponsored peace-keeping force drawn from ECOWAS
and supported by a European Union mission to provide advice, mentoring and training. 
This includes a small UK military training team.  

The conventional phase of the conflict was concluded in just 20 days of combat.  The operation
was often hard-fought in difficult conditions, but was conducted with striking economy
of effort: under 4,000 French troops were eventually deployed in support of about 6,000
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Malian troops and 3,000 AFMISA soldiers.  They were faced by up to 12,000 Islamist fighters.  
Coalition losses were sustainable: seven French and about seventy Malian and AFMISA soldiers 
were killed in action, whereas about 625 militants are estimated to have died.  Although it 
is too soon to judge the longer-term consequences for regional stability, Operation SERVAL 
met all of the political objectives that were initially set.  The threat to Bamako was averted and 
northern Mali was secured in a rapid intervention at little cost.  Although France’s role was 
essential, the conditions have been established for ECOWAS to attempt to provide ‘an African 
solution to an African problem’.17 

Operational and Environmental Lessons
At the operational level, the major lessons of the campaign are unsurprising given the
context of recent operations, but bear repeating.  The majority relate to the provision and 
integration of the foundation enabling capabilities that glue a power projection intervention 
operation together: command and control in a joint air-land and ad hoc combined environment,
including supplying liaison teams to AFISMA; the provision of timely intelligence; adequate, 
secure CIS to network scarce assets so they can be ‘sweated’ to maximise their value;
and the provision of logistics support in a land-locked theatre where road transport is slow
and difficult.  

In any contingency, there will be a surge in demand for strategic ISR to build initial awareness 
as a crisis develops.  France was able to act as a framework nation first and foremost because
of her assured access to space-derived ISR from the Helios satellite system.  Although this
was later supplemented by US space capabilities, the message is clear: space will always
be ‘first on the scene’18 and possessing a space-based ISR capability ensures that a state’s 
particular strategic interests will be prioritised in a way that is simply not possible if, like the
UK, access depends on allies’ capabilities or commercial sources.  Theatre ISR was also essential 
to generate detailed intelligence at the tactical level and, once again, demand outstripped 
supply comprehensively.  This was also linked to the size of the theatre and scarcity of assets.  
Because the force-density ratio was so low, more effective integration was necessary to 
improve the effects chain response.  In particular, better networking was required to make 
optimal use of the highest value assets, including tactical fighters, manned ISR, UAS, air tankers, 
air lift and maritime patrol aircraft.  Finally, Operation SERVAL reinforced the lesson that tactical 
aircraft can provide responsive and effective long range strike support, although sortie rates 
will be determined by the availability of tanker support.19 

France published the livre blanc, its strategic defence review, in late April 2013, and the lessons 
it learned are abundantly clear in the force structure recommendations for air capabilities.20   
Despite the austere financial environment, France seeks to boost investment in air-delivered 
power-projection capabilities in general and persistent ISR in particular.  The impact of the
‘air lift gap’ on contingency planning is freely acknowledged, particularly where operations
do not allow supply by sea or road.21  Proposed new acquisitions include manned persistent
ISR platforms and unmanned Predator UAS.  The Rafale fighter aircraft, tanker/transport and
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new tactical air lift acquisition programmes are all confirmed, although no increase in numbers 
is contemplated. 

Wider lessons
While Operation SERVAL reveals and reinforces many enduring themes at the operational level, 
it also yields some broader lessons.  Conceptually, UK doctrine increasingly theorizes about the 
value of forward engagement, including the importance of Permanent Joint Operating Bases 
and regional engagement forces.  However, France has long since embraced this principle and 
put it into operational practice.  In West Africa, the breadth and depth of the Defence Attaché 
network, the availability of established regional bases and the presence of limited forces in 
place (including pre-positioned equipment) all provided a firm foundation for intervention.  
Forward engagement enabled an immediate and effective response, based on familiarisation 
with the regional context backed by a deep level of understanding and operational experience 
acquired in-theatre over many years.  It is therefore incumbent on the RAF to consider how 
it understands and develops the role that UK air power may play in a force posture based on 
forward engagement.   

Perhaps more fundamentally, SERVAL also provides wider lessons about the utility of military force
in the post-campaigning era.  While France has a long tradition of using military force as a tool
of national influence,22  there is a perception that UK Defence has become unduly risk averse and
bureaucratic; as General Sir Peter Wall, the outgoing Chief of the General Staff observed, this will
inevitably inhibit our ability to provide agile military effects and exert the political influence we 
desire.23  In comparison, Operation SERVAL demonstrated the French military’s ability to respond 
to a political imperative for immediate action without agonising unduly about risk or the 
resilience of its logistic tail, and in the absence of a clearly defined strategic directive, at least 
in the initial stages of the intervention.  In fact, this supported operational agility by offering 
the military considerable freedom of manoeuvre, allowing a cohesive, brigade-sized force to 
be formed from a mix of pre-positioned forces-in-place and rapid response, high readiness 
elements without arbitrary troop-number caps or other political constraints.24        

However, the risks France accepted were mitigated by the measured judgement of the ‘art 
of the possible’ that was available because of the depth of understanding provided by long-
term regional engagement.  Nevertheless, familiar shortcomings in key, foundation enabling 
capabilities (particularly ISR and air lift) did emerge that required recourse to allies and partners.  
One of the pitfalls of depending on allies for access to capabilities – a position the UK also
finds itself in - is the lack of assurance that they will be provided when most needed: reportedly 
the US turned down a French request for additional tanker support and also demanded 
payment to defray the costs of the C-17 support it provided, although this was later waived.25    

Conclusion
Operation SERVAL tested the ability of France’s military forces to support national policy 
objectives by projecting power at long range.  The success of the operation in resolving 
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an unforeseen crisis quickly and effectively provides important lessons for UK Defence in 
general and the RAF in particular.  The benefits of a policy of forward engagement as a basis 
for intervention are clear, as is the message that a measured and robust approach to risk 
underpins operational agility.

Although the air environment was benign, the experience of French air forces illustrates some 
of the challenges that the RAF can expect to face if the UK is required to act as a framework 
nation for initial crisis response operations in our ‘near-abroad’ around the fringes of Europe or 
in Africa.  Air power played a leading role in Operation SERVAL in three ways.  First, it provided 
the immediate response necessary to avert an impending disaster in the crucial first forty-
eight hours by slowing the momentum of the militant offensive until ground forces could 
deploy in sufficient strength.  This was accomplished by deployed air assets and, on occasion, 
by effects projected directly from metropolitan France.  Second, air power shaped the 
battlespace.  It enabled the timely deployment of high readiness forces to an operational 
theatre where road and sea transport was not feasible; and it generated the intelligence 
required to ensure tactical success through air and space-derived persistent ISR.  Third and
finally, air power played a critical role in the tightly integrated joint and combined air-land
operations that brought the campaign to a swift conclusion, notably by providing 
overwhelming precision fires on demand.  

Arguably, Operation SERVAL represents exactly the sort of model for Joint Expeditionary
Force employment envisaged in forthcoming conceptual work.  A small (brigade-sized) 
and agile Joint Force created momentum through tempo rather than mass, using high-end 
capabilities to support larger, indigenous coalition forces in achieving a decisive outcome 
on the ground.  What is certain is that Operation SERVAL provides a compelling example of 
the relevance of air power’s unique attributes and capabilities in the post-campaigning era 
of contingency.  A French airman’s perspective of the role of the Armeé de l’Air in Operation 
SERVAL is illuminating:

‘The air force and “air power” are political tools.  For our political leaders, the ability of what
we call “first entry” is very important - if we intervene and have to take on responsibility.’ 26 

A senior RAF leader recently observed that we are prone to ‘obsess about what we do rather 
than what we are for’.27  Examining the part that air power played in delivering the political 
objectives that Operation SERVAL was designed to achieve helps us to understand much more 
clearly what an air force ‘is for’ in the contemporary operating environment.
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Introduction
“If there is ever another war in Europe, it will come out of some damned silly thing
in the Balkans” 

Otto von Bismarck

It is now over twenty years since the destruction of the Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia 
by a series of bitter wars, wars in which a considerable number of the readers of this 

journal were personally involved.  Today, there is little coverage of the Balkans in the British 
media and our strategic focus has shifted elsewhere.  Discussions within military circles 
is seemingly confined to discussions of the international operations from a historical 
perspective, concentrating on such areas as the coercion of Milošević or the efficacy of 
unsupported air power.  However, the political map of the region is still far from fully stable.  
Although the so-called ‘democratic peace theory’ has been subject to a deal of discussion, 
international opinion is agreed that the establishment of democracy in the Balkans is 
likely to be the most effective means of suppressing future conflict.1  The successor states 
spawned by the demise of Yugoslavia started on the road to becoming democracies, 
but have had varying degrees of success.  Given Clausewitz’s dictum of war being an 
extension of policy by other means, it is worth looking at the current state of the region 
and considering the political legacy of the Balkan wars of the 1990s.  An understanding of 
many factors that aid, or hinder, progress towards stable democracy in this troubled region 
- formerly dominated by communism and beset by ethnic and religious divides – would
be invaluable to inform ongoing, and future, international democratization projects and 
may shed light on the possible futures of those countries struggling with the aftermath
of the ‘Arab Spring’ or, indeed, Afghanistan.  This article will detail the history of the
fracture of Yugoslavia and the road to democracy of the resulting new states.  In particular, 
it will describe the role of external agency in the democratization process - both in 
agitating and mitigating the many animosities present in the region - and will suggest that 
the involvement of external states or international organizations, if applied intelligently 
and consensually, can overcome significant obstacles and prove to be a key to the success 
of democratization.

Let us first turn to the recent history of the region.  Initially known as the “Kingdom of Serbs, 
Croats and Slovenes”, the state of Yugoslavia (“Land of the Southern Slavs”) emerged from the 
Paris Peace process in late 1919 and was a conglomeration of smaller territories derived mainly 
from the defeated entities of the First World War.  The new state, based around Serbia, took 
in Croatia and a part of the Banat from Hungary, Bosnia from Austria, and pieces of Bulgaria 
and Albania.  The ‘donor’ states themselves had only acquired some of these territories during 
previous Balkan wars, so suspicion and intrigue beset the new state from the beginning. 
The population was a mixed bag of religions and cultures, with only similar languages to draw 
them together.2  The task of unifying these disparate communities was far from complete when
the Second World War reopened old divisions.  A brutal guerrilla conflict set Yugoslavian 
resistance factions both against Nazi occupiers and each other with equal fervour.  The Croat 
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leader, Pavelić, for instance, favoured fascist Italy, Mihailović led a Serbian royalist/nationalist 
resistance group (the Chetniks), whilst Josep Broz, better known by his nom de guerre “Tito”, led
the eventually victorious communist resistance – which had at least an aura of pan-Yugoslavian
support.  Himself half-Croat/half-Slovene, Tito attempted to forge a postwar unified state by 
granting the ethnic minorities in Yugoslavia – Hungarians, Macedonians, Albanians (mainly 
Kosovars) and Montenegrins – approximately equal status with the original constituent 
nationalities.  However, the economic advantages of union barely concealed the traditional 
animosities and perceived inequalities, and such issues simmered under the surface as Tito’s weak 
state survived his split with Stalin and struggled as a non-aligned island in Cold War Europe.3

During the reign of Tito, it was famously said that Yugoslavia had “six republics, five nations, 
four languages, three religions, two alphabets and one party” such was the firm grip Tito and 
the Communist party had on rule.4  However, Tito made no provision for succession and, after 
his death in 1980, a weak rotational presidency system became gradually more ineffectual. 
Against the background of spiralling economic problems and high unemployment, (largely 
driven by the withdrawal of western aid in the absence of the cold war imperative) a number 
of politicians manipulated sectarian sentiment to promote extreme nationalism, emphasizing 
the differences between the constituent communities in Yugoslavia to strengthen their 
personal hold on power.  In Serbia, a longstanding communist politician, Slobodan Milošević, 
seized the opportunity to use the six-hundredth anniversary of the Ottoman victory at Kosovo 
Polje to invoke Serbian nationalism in his grab for power.  The break-up of Yugoslavia became 
increasingly inevitable as the various nationalist and ethnic groups edged for power. 

In 1991, distracted by the war in Iraq and the continuing death throes of the Soviet Union, 
America and the west did not wish to get involved in Yugoslavia.  Popular opinion in the west, 
voiced later by British Prime Minister John Major, was that the region was doomed to conflict 
because of ‘Ancient Hatreds’ that had been suppressed by the ‘discipline of communism’.5 

This simplistic view should be dismissed, but it has much popular traction and is often 
mistakenly expressed as the driving problem in the region.  As Noel Malcolm points out in 
his seminal history of Bosnia, the “animosities that did exist in the region were not absolute 
and unchanging.  Nor were they the inevitable consequences of the mixing together of 
different religious communities”.  The resentment felt by Christian peasantry towards Muslim 
land owners during Ottoman rule, for instance, was largely due to economic inequality and 
“varied as economic circumstances changed…for most of the period after 1878, the different 
religious or ethnic communities in Bosnia lived peacefully together” with the major outbreaks 
of violence being driven from outside the country.6  Misha Glenny expands this argument
further and suggests that the “influence of the great powers has contributed significantly to a 
history that is not static – in which age-old enmities are doomed to permanent repetition –
but breathtakingly dynamic” (author’s emphasis).7  

Great power influence played a role in June 1991, when an inconclusive and lacklustre visit to 
Belgrade by US Secretary of State James Baker convinced the parties vying for power that there 
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was little interest by the United States in Yugoslav affairs.  European diplomacy was equally 
ineffectual.  Four days later, Croatia and Slovenia declared independence, which resulted in the 
short-lived Yugoslav invasion of Slovenia and, subsequently, three increasingly brutal wars that 
were eventually to kill hundreds of thousands of people, displace two million and result in the 
break-up of the country of Yugoslavia.8

  
The differing strategies of Europe and the United States were rapidly found wanting. Europe 
believed it could ‘solve’ Yugoslavia without the United States; the Americans thought they 
could leave Europe to sort out its own problems now the Cold War was over.  However, Europe
was deeply divided, with different national interests and deep suspicions about fellow members’
intent.  For instance, when, effectively, the Germans forced recognition of Slovenia and Croatia 
at the end of 1991, France became convinced that Germany had designs on the region, 
described by Brendan Simms as “some form of German-dominated Mitteleuropa”.9  US policy in 
the region was encapsulated by Baker’s famous statement “We don’t have a dog in this fight”.10   

Disinterest, half-hearted policies, and attempts at enforcement by the international powers
did much to encourage the bitter conflict; it would take four years before Washington decided 
that it did have interests in the region and stepped in to apply its leadership and resources.  
The Dayton agreement of 1995 largely settled the boundaries of the emerging new republics, 
but it took another conflict, in 1999 between the US/NATO and Serbia over Kosovo before 
significant progress could be made towards true democratic transition.
  
Macedonia’s declaration of independence passed largely peacefully in September 1991, but when
Bosnia declared independence in March 1992, it triggered the most violent phase of conflict.11

Later in 1992, the republics of Serbia and Montenegro declared themselves as a rump state to 
be known as the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) and asserted that it was the sole legal 
successor to Communist Yugoslavia.  Other constituents of the former state opposed these 
claims, and the United Nations refused its request to assume the Yugoslav membership.  
It eventually gained UN membership in 2000 after the overthrow of Milošević and was officially 
renamed Serbia and Montenegro in 2003.12  In 2006, Montenegrins voted for Independence 
and the States of Montenegro and the Republic of Serbia were formed.  In February 2008, 
Kosovo split from Serbia and declared itself as an independent republic.  This initial attempt 
at the democratization of the socialist state of Yugoslavia had clearly failed.13  The conflict and 
breakup of the former Communist Republic of Yugoslavia was driven by self-interested elites 
invoking issues of ethnicity and race to protect their own power, undeterred by – or even 
encouraged by the lack of interest of - external powers.14  These wars were not revolutions by 
the people, but by armed forces directed by power-seeking politicians.  However, what is of 
more importance now is the democratization of the resulting new states post the civil wars 
and international military interventions.  This article will, therefore, now examine the quality of 
democracy that has been achieved by those new states since independence.
   
There are many methods of classifying the ‘quality of democracy’, each of which concentrates 
on different criteria and has its own particular utility.  However, as an illustration of general 
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progress in the region under discussion, The Economist Democracy Index provides a useful 
means of comparison; it assesses the quality of democracy by scoring electoral process and 
pluralism, functioning of government, political participation, political culture and civil
liberties.  The 2012 edition ranks 167 countries.  The former Yugoslavian countries occupy a 
wide range.  Slovenia is the highest ranked state at 28th (equal with France), Croatia is 50th, 
Serbia 66th, Montenegro 76th and Bosnia Herzegovina 98th. (For comparative purposes,
the United Kingdom ranks 16th; the United States 21st).15  Charles Tilly suggests that a regime 
can be considered democratic “to the degree that relations between the state and the
citizens feature broad, equal, protected and mutually-binding consultation”.16  That is:
where there is the widest political inclusion of the population; there is a minimum of 
categorical inequality - with no group being either afforded special rights or, indeed, 
discriminated against; citizens are granted due process with agents of the state being
unable to use power for personal gain or to punish personal enemies; and the state has
a clear and binding mandate to act according to its citizens’ wishes.  Let us now, therefore,
take each of Tilly’s criteria in turn and discuss examples of progress, or otherwise, among the
new states.
   
First then, breadth of inclusion in the political process.  Against the background of a region deeply
divided amongst a number of ethnic, national and religious groups it is perhaps surprising 
that elections in most of the new states are open to a large percentage of the citizenry.  
Parliamentary election voter turnout is typically quite high with figures in the 45%-55% 
range.17  However, worryingly, these turnouts have been decreasing recently with an increasing
number of voters expressing the view that elected governments are not carrying out their 
wishes; possible reasons for this perception will be discussed shortly.  In addition, there are a 
number of areas where significant minority groups are excluded from the political process.  
These include the Albanian population in Macedonia, minority groups in the ethnically mixed 
regions of Serbia, such as the Sanžak and Vojvodina regions, and the Serbian population in 
Northern Kosovo centred on Mitrovica.  There also remain significant numbers of Internally 
Displaced Persons, and significant migrant Roma populations across the region, who are 
currently still denied political rights.
 
Turning now to equality amongst the citizens of the new states.  The socialist regime in the former
Yugoslavia actually accommodated larger numbers of women in politics than many other 
communist regimes and this legacy has been carried forward to democratic politics in the
new states.  Serbia, Croatia, Macedonia and Bosnia have all committed impressively to women
candidates, with women filling around 15-20% of seats in their legislatures.18   This compares 
favorably to the United States, for instance, where women fill around 18%.19   In addition,
all states have made considerable progress in stamping out violence against women.  
However, there is still considerable hatred towards the gay community in a number of the 
states with little government activity, or indeed, apparently, motivation, towards building 
understanding.  The previously mentioned Roma population suffers serious discrimination, 
particularly in Bosnia.20
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Tilly’s third criterion is that of protection - how are citizens protected from the misuse of power?
The quality of the judicial process in the region has improved steadily although there is still a deal
of concern in some of the countries regarding the opportunities for political interference and
manipulation of the legal process.  In Serbia, in particular, there is little provision for independent
oversight of the appointment of judicial officers and there has been little progress in establishing
civilian control of the security forces.21  A particular manifestation of this issue was in the inability
to bring high profile war criminals to justice, despite government pronouncements of support 
for the ICTY process; the security services of Serbia and Montenegro, for instance, has sufficient 
independence that they could not be forced to handover erstwhile ‘heroes’. Interestingly, the 
latest European Commission report on Montenegro suggests that since its independence from 
Serbia in 2006, the accountability of the judiciary has much improved.22  Corruption is endemic, 
and the ability to ‘buy’ political influence enables a certain immunity from the legal process.
 
Finally, is there a mutually binding relationship between citizen and regime? As mentioned 
previously, although results vary between countries some “70% of the people do not think
that their respective countries are run by the will of the people”.23  This appears to be for two 
main reasons.  The first is essentially the inability of governments to function effectively, with 
poor administration, weak legislative processes for bringing decisions into law, and a civil 
service that has yet to develop a professional reputation and that can attract high quality 
recruits.  This is perhaps unsurprising after decades of centralized communist government.  
Furthermore, although elections enable the populace to identify a direction for the country 
and to determine who wields power, there is a lack of perception that democracy is an 
on-going participatory process.  Elected politicians see themselves as ‘trustees’ rather than 
‘delegates’ and, once elected, fail to consult.  The concept of a civil society using activism and 
engagement to drive government has been slow to catch on.24  In some areas, over-weaning 
international involvement has exacerbated this issue.  In Bosnia and Kosovo, for instance, 
international commissioners have been able to veto legislation and official appointments if 
they obstruct agreed international guidelines.25 

There has been a clear move in the direction of democratization but, with the exception of 
Slovenia and, perhaps, Croatia, many issues still impinge on the quality of democracy in the 
region.  There are a number of main retarding factors. The first has been the problems
in defining statehood for the new nations.  Serbia naturally saw itself as the heir to the
Yugoslav legacy and the disputes over Kosovo, Montenegro and its minority enclaves have 
been well documented.  However, even minor disputes, such as international disagreements
over something as fundamental as the name of Macedonia have been equally disruptive.*

Such disputes still facilitate issues to impact on democratic politics within the region. 
In addition, corruption is endemic across most of the region and impacts all aspects of life.  
Moreover, the communist legacy bred an attitude that central government should solve all 
problems and provide for all needs.  It has influenced society such that work, initiative and 

* Greece refuses to recognise the name Macedonia, the current compromise is the former Yugoslav Republic of Yugoslavia (fYROM)… 
although, within NATO, Turkey refuses to recognise fYROM and insists on Macedonia!
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motivation are negative qualities, attitudes that will inevitably retard the development of 
modern liberal democracy and prevent the development of a healthy, competitive economy.26  

The adverse effects of International indifference on the early attempts to democratize the 
former Yugoslavia are clear.  External initiatives have continued, on occasion, to produce 
adverse effects and ill-informed diplomacy, described by Farkas as “external meddling that 
presumes to understand [the region]” 27 has often undone progress.  That said, it is clear 
that the single most important external factor in facilitating democratization has been the 
involvement of the European Union (EU).  Whilst membership of the EU is seen as a gateway 
to wealth via access to EU markets, subsidies and development funding, the conditional 
approach that the EU has imposed for accession has directly addressed many of the retarding 
factors described above.  The EU has determined that the best hope for enduring peace and 
stability in the Balkans is democratization.  It has insisted on a condition of liberal democracy 
for membership, which aspiring member states must accept to receive the eventual benefits.28  
The Stabilization and Association Process, based on careful two-way negotiation, has not 
only made development funding available for the reform of justice, governance and public 
administration, private sector development, transport, environmental issues and agriculture, 
but has also seen the EU adopting a mentorship role in building democratic processes and 
institutions and setting standards for ‘good behaviour’.  Essentially, to aid accession, the EU 
has forced an overhaul of old communist mindsets and is teaching nations ‘how democracies 
work’.  The EU has also provided much aid, both material and intellectual, to fight corruption. 
Tilly identifies ‘state capacity’ as an essential factor in the democratization process.29  This is the 
ability of the state to supervise democratic decision-making, put its results into practice and to 
fulfill the responsibilities of a state, such as protecting the population.  Essentially, the EU has 
provided the nascent democracies a large portion of the state capacity that they themselves 
were missing - or where the structures they possessed were obsolete.  In addition, and most 
importantly, the desire to be part of the community is forcing entities to agree on outstanding 
nationalist and ethnic disputes.†  Slovenia led the way joining the EU in 2004, Croatia acceded 
in July 2013; the other countries in the region are at varying stages of progress.30 
 
It would be remiss of us, however, to not be cautious about future progress in the light of the 
financial crisis both internationally and, more specifically, within the Eurozone.  The crisis has 
had at least three negative effects on the Balkans.  First, the EU itself has become preoccupied 
with the economic troubles and has largely put the enlargement agenda to the back seat. 
Second, fighting the financial crisis itself is draining individual government resources and 
diverting attention from the necessary accession reforms and advocacy efforts.  It was quite 
evident from the very onset of the crisis that countries immediately became introspective and 
a trend emerged of re-nationalization of policies in the EU.  Third, as the EU is devising a new 
regime of economic governance for the future, it will undoubtedly put more emphasis on 
the candidate states’ economic and financial policies.  The EU will inevitably seek to prevent 

† At the moment of writing (20 Apr 13) Kosovo and Serbia appear to have signed an historic agreement that promises significant 
progress (The Times, on-line edition, 20 Apr 13)
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the future accession of countries which are economically weak and perceived as potentially 
disruptive and unable to conform to its newly established, stricter rules.31  That said, there 
appears to have been little dimming of appetite in the Balkan countries for EU accession. 
Serge Brammertz, prosecutor for the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, 
expressed the view that “It is clear that what is attracting countries to the European Union is, 
of course, the European Market and European solidarity, and it was quite clear during all of 
the discussions we’ve had that the economic advantages of EU membership are one of the 
main, if not the main reason, for Serbia and other countries to implement difficult political 
and economic reforms. The financial crisis has only accentuated this.”  More widely, Thomas 
Mirow, President of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, has argued that 
there was a deeper reason why the countries of former Yugoslavia hoped to gain entry to the 
EU.  “My sense is that the way the Western Balkan states look at the European Union is quite 
independent from cyclical economic development.  They look at Europe as being the anchor, 
being the only long-term perspective that would also secure that no new conflicts will arise 
within the Balkans.”32

 
Despite the bitter conflict and schisms that resulted after the death of Tito and, essentially, 
the failure of the unified socialist state of Yugoslavia to move from communist dictatorship 
to a more democratic form, the resulting new republics have had varying degrees of success 
in moving towards democracy.  Whilst Slovenia and Croatia have made the most progress, 
and are sufficiently democratic to be accepted into the EU, there is still evidence of exclusion 
of minorities, weak civil society, and lack of regime accountability in the region.  Issues over 
statehood, a centralized, self-serving, government mindset derived from communist times, 
and endemic corruption have stalled progress.  However, external intervention in the form of 
EU mentorship with the prize of eventual membership has been most successful in fulfilling 
a leadership role to minimize and, hopefully, eventually overcome these issues.  The EU’s role 
in the solution of conflict has been based on agreements that are accepted by all sides to 
ensure sustainability.  Not the least, all parties have to agree that democracy is a desirable end 
state.  The set of problems facing the nascent democracies of the fractured Yugoslavia were as 
daunting as can be imagined – the ideological, ethnic, religious and national divides were as 
pronounced and bitterly fought as anywhere in the world; if these states succeed in the path 
to democracy, facilitated by international leadership in effect substituting for, and nurturing 
the reconstruction of, the machinery and philosophies of state, the clear lessons are likely to 
have applicability in other areas of conflict and emerging democracy.
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Viewpoints

By Colonel Francesco Agresti - Italian Air Force

Air Power:
Independent Action
and Independent Effect

Introduction

The perennial debate over air power fighting independently is still alive and kicking 
and continues to be the subject of emotive discussion.  Indeed, historical experience 

has shown that, in many cases, the proclaimed capabilities of air power - to wage and win 
wars - have been exaggerated.  Nevertheless, it would seem that there are several sound 
arguments for re-claiming a primary, independent role for air power today, but this time 
perhaps with some credible chances of success.  Broadly outlined these are: 

 • The revolutionary improvement of many air power capabilities largely fostered by the   
 computer-based IT revolution of the last 25 years.

 • The evident success of air power in some of the most important conflicts of the post-Cold  
 War period since the first Gulf War; notably Kosovo (1999) and Libya (2011), were it has   
 provided the leverage for victory.

 • A favourable cost-benefit balance that air power offers to decision makers and military   
 planners when considering the “overall costs” of a military option.

 • The low vulnerability of air power, and, as a consequence, the fact that it is no longer   
 necessary to divert assets in order to achieve and maintain “air superiority” - as used to
 be the case in the air wars of the past.
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 • Last, but not least, the practical and doctrinal improvements to Air Command and Control,  
 which has become much more flexible and more responsive to the challenges of the   
 dynamic environment of today’s theatres of operations.

But things, of course, are often more complex than they appear at first glance and there are 
at least three major challenges that can be used to counter the points above and trip-up the 
premise that air power can and should operate independently.  

The first problem is that “operations” are an inherently joint business.  In any military
operation, even in the smallest, there are unique and valuable talents and attributes brought 
to the fight by other Services.  Furthermore, the strong interdependence amongst the 
different operating domains is quite obvious and, in turn, this means that the employment
of air power, at the operational level of war, can hardly be envisaged outside of a
joint context.

The second problem is that the full spectrum of possible military operations, ranging from 
non-combatant operations and humanitarian assistance to state-on-state war, is so wide and 
multi-faceted that the idea of air power doing the job alone simply does not work.  Modern 
warfare is far too complex to be successfully dealt with by a single arm. 

Finally, the argument can be put forward that the likely challenge and complexity of any
recent or future scenario is such that a response has to be “manoeuvrist” in nature to be 
successful, which places a premium on the variance of capabilities as well as on the ability 
to skilfully combine energies in a “synergistic” effort.  Another acknowledgement of the 
importance of jointery. 

If we agree that operational success stems from a joint effort, we are presented an interesting 
paradox.  One in which, on one hand, we see air power acquiring enhanced capabilities and 
value, but on the other, it is increasingly difficult to think of air power as the lone “war winner” 
envisaged by some theorists in the past.  This is perhaps the reason why many military thinkers 
continue to point out that the relevance of air power and air forces in military operations is 
entirely situational.

This statement is probably true, but we may wonder if it is still possible, at the strategic
level of war, to think of an air power-based strategy rather than a land power - or a sea
power-based strategy for crisis resolution, and, in this case, establish the likely implications. 
Indeed, nobody should feel uncomfortable with the assertion that in Iraq and in Afghanistan
a land power-based strategy has been used, whereas in Kosovo and in Libya we have seen
the application of an air power-based strategy.  This obviously does not mean that land
power or air power were the forces intended to win the war alone, but it does mean that land 
power or air power embodied the decisive capability upon which the joint campaign had to 
be built. 
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In order to clarify this concept it is beneficial to look back and see what has actually happened 
in the last quarter of a century or so.  

The first Gulf War, as affirmed by many analysts, was a true turning point in the history of 
air power.  In fact, for the first time ever, air superiority was achieved very quickly, and this 
left a significant surplus of air power capabilities and firepower for other military purposes. 
The final result was that, thanks to air power, the Coalition achieved the operational and 
tactical paralysis of the Iraqi Army, meaning that the ground war would last just 100 hours. 
This undeniable success of the air arm and the revelation that the Americans and their allies 
could benefit from this new asymmetric advantage in the future, opened up a brand new 
perspective for air power employment.  This novel outlook, merged with the new political 
environment of the post-Cold War era in which a new feeling of security in the West marked 
the transition from the concept of “wars of necessity”, to the possibility of fighting “wars of 
choice”, as part of a global peace stabilization effort sponsored by the UN.  In this situation, air 
power was seen by both politicians and the public alike, as a viable military tool of leverage to 
achieve limited political objectives.
   
The period 1991-2001 could be labelled as the “decade of coercive air power”.  Operations 
Southern Watch and Northern Watch in Iraq; Operations Deny Flight and Deliberate Force
in Bosnia and Operation Allied Force in Kosovo, are the most well-known cases of this new
era.  Air power was clearly the weapon of choice for supporting coercive diplomacy and for
fighting limited (light) wars of choice.  It was an era where the use of military force, centered
on air power-based strategies was freely used to either prevent unacceptable Courses of 
Action (COAs), control escalation, protect civilians, or to enforce compliance with international 
law and stop human rights violations.

The attacks of September 11th 2001, however, prompted a radical change to this approach. 
In America, as well as in the rest of the Western world, a new sense of urgency about the 
need to guarantee security at home, quickly supplanted the feeling of confidence acquired
with the end of the Cold War.  The implications of this change were soon palpable. 
Coercive diplomacy was rapidly replaced by a much more aggressive political approach, 
whose main objective was the disruption of terrorist bases worldwide.  From a military 
strategic perspective, the publicly supported need to eradicate terrorism unlocked the 
possibility to fight pre-emptive, preventive wars, to commit massive military forces, if 
necessary putting boots on the ground and to accept some level of attrition and losses. 
It is clear that coercion could not suffice as an option any more, and, in fact, it was replaced 
by strategies of denial.  All these elements characterized the main wars of the next decade 
(2001-2011).  It is almost needless to say that both in Afghanistan and in Iraq, a land power-
based military strategy was employed and since control of the air was immediately established,
air power regressed to a supportive role.  This was even more evident when, in both
situations, the Coalition forces became more and more involved in counter-insurgency and 
irregular warfare.     
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The war in Libya in 2011 represented a significant diversion from the previous approach.  In fact,
Libya saw a mix of some of the themes seen in the two previous decades.  Although the 
Coalition intervention was triggered by the need to stop the use of heavy weaponry against 
civilians, the will to help the anti-Gaddafi forces with the final aim of overthrowing the Gaddafi 
regime was blatantly clear.  Nevertheless, the strategic context and the political posture of 
the moment were very different from those of the Years 2002 and 2003.  The Global War on 
Terrorism was still a priority but had ceased to be a strong driver for robust commitments. 
This new political stance and the resumed unwillingness to suffer continuous losses obviously 
had a significant effect on military strategy.  The possibility of putting boots on the ground was 
excluded from the outset and air power became once again the weapon of choice for what 
was expected to be a new “light” and “short” war. 

From the brief historical summary presented above, we can highlight at least three key
points.  The first point is that in the last 25 years we have been utterly incapable of predicting 
future events and of anticipating future patterns - such as the invasion of Kuwait, the 
September 11th attacks or more latterly the so-called Arab Spring.  At the same time though, 
with hindsight we can actually outline a pretty clear logical pattern in the military strategies 
adopted to deal with the major crises of the post-Cold War period.  More specifically, 
we may say that strategy has not been as accidental and unpredictable as events, and, 
in turn, the role and relevance of air power although still situational has followed a similar 
logical pattern.

The second point is that, in general, when looking at the social and political trends of the 
last few years, we see an increasing public sensitivity about the use of force and of a growing 
political reluctance to commit military forces abroad, especially in some particularly delicate 
areas of the globe.  This more cautious approach leads to a pretty clear aversion against 
putting boots on the ground and thus risking the difficult, protracted disengagements seen 
in some previous conflicts.  A further consequence of this is that the use of force may be 
acceptable only as long as the risk of collateral damage is minimized.  That is, civilians and 
the national infrastructure base should be spared. In the light of this, we may have already 
entered, or may be about to enter, a new season of coercive diplomacy, which would actually 
be fully coherent with all the above-mentioned conditions.  In this case, air power could once 
again be the weapon of choice, and therefore there would be scope for air power-based 
military strategies.

The third point is that air power (probably thanks to the great advances and the new 
capabilities already discussed above) has proved to be extremely effective in supporting 
coercive strategies.  Indeed, although we cannot say that coercion itself is an exclusive 
domain of air power, we can certainly say that in comparison with other arms, air power offers 
some unique advantages.  These include mass, and, if necessary, massive firepower with a 
lower logistical footprint, no or very low attrition and no or very low friendly losses.  It is also 
potentially more cost-effective over the longer term.
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But if we have indeed entered a new phase of coercive diplomacy, in which the use of air 
power-based strategies will be more likely, in the post-Afghanistan era air power needs to 
be able to meet some key requirements whilst successfully facing new, big challenges.
As for the requirements, it would certainly be necessary to fill some capability gaps, part of 
which emerged amid the lessons identified during the Libyan conflict.  In particular, it will 
be necessary to develop the true ability to fight under threat conditions (because the air space 
of future adversaries will be increasingly less permissive); a greater ability to carry out deep, 
precision strikes; much better stand-off ISR and more robust support capabilities (AAR, EW etc.); 
adequate protection/defence capabilities in the cyber domain and unhindered use 
of space capabilities.
 
As for the challenges, we should remember that the main precondition for the adoption 
of coercive strategies is the presence of an actual capability edge of the coercer over the 
coerced.  This means that it would be necessary to maintain the present asymmetrical air 
power advantage.  But the idea that the US and its allies will always enjoy the benefits of air 
dominance as a given does not match with some existing and very visible trends.  To begin 
with, the high costs of technology and of air power capabilities combined with enduring 
budget cutbacks will make it difficult to maintain the present capability gap over the longer-
term perspective.  The obvious consequence of losing this asymmetrical advantage would 
be that, at least in certain situations, air superiority or air dominance might not be taken for 
granted any more by Western-led coalitions, thus making an air power-based coercive
strategy impracticable.  To tackle this situation it will be necessary to avoid overconfidence
and to compensate decreasing numbers with some mitigating measures. 

To conclude, we may have reached a sensible compromise regarding these issues.  The fact 
that the two major engagements of this new century (Iraq and Afghanistan) have seen air 
power playing only a supporting role seems to confirm the idea that air power relevance is 
highly situational.  However, we have seen air power achieve an extraordinary level of maturity 
and capability in the last 25 years and when employed as weapon of choice in support of 
coercive strategies it has proved to be extremely effective.  Overall, from an operational 
perspective we may agree that success will always be down to the joint effort, since air power 
may suffer from serious situational limitations (COIN, Irregular Warfare).  Yet if we move to the 
strategic level, it does make sense to think of air power as a force really capable of playing a 
decisive role, thus creating scope for air power-based strategies.

Even the recent events in Syria, where limited coercive military action was envisaged for a 
while, may confirm that we are at the dawn of a new era of coercive diplomacy which will 
likely see the adoption of air power-based military strategies (as seen in the 90s).  In order to be 
ready for these new strategic conditions, focusing attention and resources on filling capability 
gaps will not suffice.  Air power capabilities and competencies must be made to fit into a truly 
holistic approach to warfare.  The uncertain extent and severity of coming crises clearly means 
that some situations might require a land power or a sea power-centered military strategy. 
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However, I believe that more often than not in the years ahead, political risk-benefit evaluations 
will lead to the conclusion that air power-based military strategies are the most viable and 
therefore the most likely option.  Yet we must be aware that this option may not necessarily be 
a short way to achieve political objectives. 
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Book Reviews

Introduction

The 2010 Strategic Defence and Security Review classified cyber security as one of the 
United Kingdom’s four ‘Tier-One’ risks to National Security.  The reality of this threat had 

been acknowledged in the 2009 Cyber Security Strategy, which highlighted the malicious 
use of cyberspace by ‘…criminals, terrorists and states, whether for reasons of espionage, 
influence or even warfare.’  The interest in cyber security across government, industry and 
the media has intensified, not least because under the auspices of the National Cyber 
Security Programme, it has attracted new money in times of severe austerity.  Thomas Rid 
uses a deliberately provocative title in a volume that aims to bring a little political science 
rigour to the debate.  His argument is supported by the available evidence, which to 
date suggests that ‘Cyber War’ is a largely meaningless concept based upon the norms of 
understanding around the nature of war.  

For a cyber act to be classified as war it must at least have the potential to be violent, it must 
be instrumental in the sense that it is a means to an end, and it must be a part of a wider 
political purpose.  As Rid points out, to date ‘not a single human being has been killed or hurt 
as a result of a code-triggered cyber attack’ (p 13).  This key point on the potential of computer 
code to cause death or injury is the basis of the argument against cyber war.  Rid’s analysis of 
the publicly available examples that might constitute war finds most of them wanting on the 
presence of violence.  He argues that even those attacks that have the potential to be violent, 
‘are bound to be violent only indirectly’ (p12).  

Cyber War Will Not Take Place

By Thomas Rid

Reviewed by Squadron Leader Paul Withers
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He sets out his argument, based on a wealth of empirical evidence that all the acts witnessed 
in cyberspace, rather than being acts of war, belong to one of three categories: sabotage, 
espionage or subversion.  After a discussion on the nature of ‘cyber weapons’, Rid analyses the 
historical record of cyber attacks across each of his three categories, focussing on what has 
happened, rather than the speculative approach taken by some other authors.  In the chapters 
on sabotage, espionage and subversion, Rid offers the reader a detailed and more nuanced 
view of numerous historical cyber attacks.  He also offers a window on the complex problem 
of attribution of acts in cyberspace, which he argues is as much a political problem as it is a 
technical one.  He concludes by looking Beyond Cyber War, where he identifies the possibilities 
of cyber operations being more ethical than, for example, an airstrike as ‘a cyber attack may be 
less violent, less traumatizing, and more limited’ (p171).

Despite its title, Rid’s argument is not dismissive of the role of action in cyberspace as a military 
instrument or as an instrument of power more generally.  If one were to translate his categories 
of espionage, sabotage and subversion into military parlance, the threats and opportunities 
of operations in cyberspace become apparent.  Espionage obviously becomes intelligence; 
sabotage becomes non-kinetic (or potentially even kinetic) effects; and subversion could be 
countered (or enabled) by a complex mix of Information Activities including Media Operations 
and Information Operations.  

This book can be viewed as a useful foil to Richard Clarke and Robert Knake’s ‘Cyber War: The 
Next Threat to National Security and What To Do About It’ (see CAS Reading List 2011).  Clarke’s 
bleak outlook stimulated the discussion, but Rid manages to bring clarity to a debate that 
suffers from excessive hype; indeed in writing the book it is one of the author’s stated aims to 
‘attenuate the hype’ (p ix).  

Some may be left feeling that perhaps it is the definition of war per se that needs readdressing 
in the modern context.  However, whatever your definition of war, it is clear that a Cyber War 
in its own right still seems extremely unlikely, but that cyberspace, inextricably linked with the 
physical domains of warfare, is and will remain a part of warfare.  If we accept Rid’s thesis that 
Cyber War Will Not Take Place, his argument and the underpinning evidence should lead us to 
the conclusion that operations in cyberspace are very much here to stay.  

Much of the extant literature on cyberspace rests around highly technical ‘Information 
Security’ topics, but whilst Rid occasionally dips into essential technical explanation, his well-
reasoned and extremely readable volume lifts the debate to a level appropriate to the general 
military audience.  As air power’s reliance on cyberspace continues to grow, airmen need to 
understand its threats and opportunities across military operations, including the implications 
for air power.  This excellent book is highly recommended for both the cyber specialist and the 
general air power audience as a means to help educate and stimulate the debate.
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Book Reviews

Introduction

Aviation regulatory bodies in the 21st Century are now demanding increasingly greater 
control with accountability, airworthiness assurance and risk management being 

underpinned by reliable evidence and proof that every safety related decision is sound.  
Whether this current culture was born due to past mistakes or increasingly complex 
technology, it is nevertheless a far distant cry from the apparently relaxed safety culture, 
which frustrated the author William Waterton, in this auto-biographical account of post
war test jet flying with Gloster Aircraft Company.  Although originally written in 1956
and out of print for many years, this recently re-published work is as relevant today as it
was in 1956.

The Quick and the Dead follows Second World War veteran William Waterton’s fascinating 
professional life as Chief Test Pilot for Gloster Aircraft Company from his point of view, with the 
apparent objective to highlight that aviation cultures have to change.  The book is written as the 
RAF refused to grant Waterton a permanent commission so he entered the commercial world
at a time when the jet age was approaching and the strength of the British aircraft industry was
subsiding in favour of American and Russian dominance.  This, Waterton argues throughout the
book, was largely due to the fall in free enterprise of British aircraft companies.  “The Services 
have received a number of dud designs since the war.  Men have died in them” (p87).  This sparks
articulately detailed examples of how aircraft designers and civil servants failed to cooperate 
with test pilots; ignoring their concerns and putting them and front line pilots’ lives at risk.  

The Quick and the Dead

By William Waterton

Reviewed by Flight Lieutenant James Brooks
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However, a key difference to other books in this genre is his involvement as a company 
commercial representative, flying the globe showing off his aircraft.  There are plentiful 
examples of his exciting endeavours relived with humorous and melancholy moments, which 
balance well against the technical facets of flying diverse machines and navigating great 
distances.  His interactions and relationships with heads of state, princesses and military chiefs 
to name a few, add a personal touch to the book as unlike other military men biographies, 
Waterton does not detail his personal life.  Instead of family ties and romantic interludes that 
often populate similar biographies, Waterton prefers to detail these professional relationships 
with foreign personalities and also his fellow pilots and bosses.  The human touch is also 
made up for when he explains his emotional turmoil when dealing with unsafe management 
decisions and peer deaths, which are sadly common themes throughout the book.

Open source searches of Waterton reveal that he was a fearlessly critical man who tested his 
superiors as well as the aircraft.  However, any indications he gives to this in the book are minor 
in nature compared to the highly proficient manner in which he approached his profession.  
Criticisms of aircraft, management and himself are all equally supported with ample evidence 
and a balanced view thereby making his arguments credible and authentic. 

A significant observation is that in many ways this book illustrates how Waterton was ahead 
of his time.  As a person, Waterton openly questioned the decisions of his superiors and 
challenged those who he deemed were ignoring flight safety.  The post war culture was not 
ready for this rebelliousness , and,  as a result, his credibility suffered.  Nevertheless, it is difficult 
to disagree with his argument that so many were exercising poor flight safety and displaying 
an ignorance to risk.  Unlike the safety driven culture of today, Waterton states that the”…results 
of an investigation are never submitted or released…In the Services, as well as in civil flying, all the 
information relating to accidents is not made known.  I can think of no parallel evasion of the law – 
a cause of death being kept hush-hush” (p182).  His account leads the reader to believe that he 
was a lone voice, concerned with the potential impact of having such an undisciplined culture.  
Furthermore, he also repetitively highlights the importance of the competence of pilots, 
designers and engineers as well as oversight of activities and assurance methods in order to 
confirm that individuals and organizations are doing what they were asked to do.  These are 
key themes of how aviation is managed today in both the military and civilian environment, 
which will lead the reader to realise the significant legacy he has left behind.  Indeed it could 
be argued that the British military aviation environment failed to learn from the lessons 
identified in this book until the Nimrod disaster of 2006.  Now it is post 2006 and the formation 
of the Military Aviation Authority has been established it would appear that Waterton’s legacy 
now flourishes with the competence of pilots, designers and engineers being recorded, 
scrutinised and reviewed as he may have wanted. 
 
Waterton’s writing style also provides something which numerous other military test pilot 
authors do not.  Exhilarating accounts such as Chuck Yeagar: An Autobiography provide plentiful 
testimonies of how he performed valiant achievements including breaking the speed barrier
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despite having cracked ribs and copious fun times with drunken flying buddies.  Aviation detail 
is high in many flight test books so would therefore only satisfy the keenest aviation enthusiast.  
However Waterton’s writing style is simpler than most with limited acronyms and specialist 
language yet he provides enough detail for the enthusiast to benefit.  As a result, he expertly 
opens up the reader access significantly compared to many other military books, and as a 
result The Quick and The Dead would be a pleasant read for anyone, whether in the business 
of military aviation or not.  The book is however expected to be especially interesting to those 
involved in contemporary flight safety, airworthiness and related subjects.  Whether there
is a commercial drive to satisfy customers or operational drive to fly more hours, modern 
aviation questioning and learning cultures are very different compared to Waterton’s world.  
Instead of aircraft being pushed to the production line before the test pilot is content that 
it is safe to fly, today Waterton would have had a greater influence on aircraft safety records.  
Equally, however, he would also be only one of a team of test and evaluation, operational and 
public relations staff in the modern age; losing his freedom that he so enjoyed back then. 
The book is therefore of great relevance to the modern reader.  It is a reminder of what our 
world could be like if we loosen our grip on aviation safety.  Regulation may slow us down
and may erode the amount of output military personnel strive for, however The Quick and
the Dead is a judicious account of what could happen if we ignore these constraints, especially 
at a time where the cultural acceptance threshold for military deaths is ever decreasing. 
 
The book does not however take away the romantic heroism that so many pilots such as 
Waterton demonstrated in this new era of fast jet testing.  This book will excite and, for most 
readers, generate empathy with the author.  He, like others, put their life on the line in the 
interest of others and in some cases it is only more recently that we are learning from the 
mistakes he was desperately trying to avoid.  
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